
Information Spreading and Levels ofRepresentation in LFGAvery D. AndrewsThe Australian National University,CSLI & Xerox PARCAvery.Andrews@anu.edu.au Christopher D. ManningStanford Universitymanning@csli.stanford.eduA basic tenet of generative grammar is the existence of a distinctionbetween the phonetic realization of utterances, concretely represented interms of form, order and arrangement, and more abstract structures thatplay a central role in the formulation of syntactic constraints and the ex-traction of meaning. `Classic' LFG (the theory and approach of the papersin Bresnan 1982) focused on two levels, c-structure, a fairly conventionalform of super�cial phrase-structure, and f-structure, a more abstract un-derlying level, similar in many respects to the S-structure of GB. Thesetwo levels are related by a correspondence function � which maps eachnode of the c-structure to some substructure of the the f-structure. Morerecently, LFG workers have entertained proposals for some additionallevels, especially `argument structure' and `semantic structure' (amongothers, Kaplan 1987 and Alsina in preparation). Here we will argue thatthe methods that have been proposed to integrate levels in LFG havesubstantial drawbacks, especially with regard to semantics. We will pro-pose an alternative approach, which preserves the essential intuitions (andmost of the actual analyses) of LFG, while expressing them in a mannerthat combines greater metatheoretical exibility with less stipulation inthe grammars of individual languages.In the �rst section we will discuss some of the problems we �nd in thestandard approach to relating levels in LFG, especially some that arisein connection with the semantics of `scoping modi�er' constructions thatare, embarrassingly, handled quite straightforwardly in other `uni�cation-based' frameworks.10We would like to thank Farrell Ackerman, Joan Bresnan, Mary Dalrymple, RonKaplan, John Maxwell, Ivan Sag and Peter Sells for reading earlier drafts and discussionof the issues raised here. However, any remaining mistakes in approach or matters offact are our responsibility.1In spite of a recent movement to replace this term with `constraint-based', weretain it because we think it captures the essential di�erence between LFG, GPSG,HPSG, etc., and other approaches such as RG or GB. Note in particular that virtuallyall current linguistic frameworks are based on the idea of simultaneous satisfactionof various di�erent kinds of constraints, and are therefore appropriately described as`constraint-based'. 1



2 / Report No. CSLI-93-176In the second section we present our proposal, and show how it can beused to solve the scoping modi�er problem. The essential idea is to gener-alize the way in which LFG spreads information. In classic LFG, di�erentbar-levels in the tree structure (e.g., a phrasal node and its head) shareinformation by being assigned the same correspondent in the f-structure,which automatically means that they share all f-structure information.On our approach, phrases and their heads are seen as functionally dis-tinct, but certain kinds of information are shared in universally speci-�ed ways across certain grammatical functions, giving the e�ect of level-collapsing as before, but in a more exible and (we argue) empiricallymore successful way. The approach can be seen as giving prime statusto a structure similar to the annotated c-structure (introduced in Kaplanand Bresnan 1982 solely as an intermediate structure for use in gener-ating f-structures). The annotated c-structure can be viewed as similarto the type of uni�ed feature structure used in HPSG and other phrasestructure grammar approaches and hence our resulting theory is a sort ofhybrid of ideas from LFG and HPSG. In particular, we can maintain thestrengths of traditional LFG analyses, based on grammatical functions,while implementing them in a constrained one-level syntactic theory akinto HPSG.In the third section we move into new territory, showing how ourapproach lets us make some progress in analyzing `reanalysis' and `re-structuring' constructions in Romance languages, which so far appear tohave resisted insightful analysis in uni�cation-based approaches. We willsee that the combination of grammatical functions as normally used inLFG, together with our general approach to attribute-sharing providesa straightforward account of many of the basic properties of these con-structions.1 `Classic' LFG and some problems therein1.1 � and "= #The correspondence between c- and f-structure in LFG is established ina surface-oriented fashion. Phrase-structure (PS) rules express the con-straints applying to c-structure. These rules are supplemented by anno-tations, expressed as equations, that indicate the f-structure relationshipsbetween the correspondents of the c-structure nodes. The annotations areformulated as equations in the normal vocabulary of f-structures, togetherwith the symbols `"' and `#', which mean `the f-structure correspondentof the node above me' and `my f-structure correspondent', respectively.Annotated c-structure rules produce annotated c-structures, and Kaplanand Bresnan (1982; henceforth KB) explain a method for solving theannotations that extends the c-structure to a full grammatical structurewhich is the minimal structure that satis�es the annotations. A variety



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 3of further constraints then apply to the f-structure portion of the fulllinguistic structure, thereby �ltering the results of the c-structure rules(for example, agreement and subcategorization phenomena are handledin this way). Thus the sentence (1a) has the annotated phrase structureshown in (1b) which is solved to produce the full grammatical structureshown in (1c), where the dotted lines show � mapping the c-structure toto the f-structure:(1) a. Fido barks.b. S("SUBJ)= #NP"= #N("PRED)= `Fido'("NUM)=SGFido "= #VP"= #V("TENSE)=PRES("SUBJ NUM)=SG("PRED)= `Barkh"SUBJi'barksc. SNPNFido VPVbarks 266666664PRED `Barkh|i'TENSE PRESSUBJ 24PRED `Fido'NUM SG 35 377777775The annotation over the NP node in (1b) says that its f-structure corre-spondent bears the SUBJ relation to the f-structure correspondent of thenode above it, which is the S. The "= # annotations over the remainingnon-terminals assert that the nodes immediately above and below themhave the same f-structure correspondent. All of this can be seen to betrue in the complete sentence structure, (1c).A particularly striking feature of � is that heads and the constituentsthat they are heads of are typically identi�ed in f-structure. In (1), forexample, the "= # equations have the e�ect of `collapsing levels' in thef-structure so that the S, VP and V, all have the same f-structure cor-respondent, as do the NP and the N. The role of � in conjunction with"= # equations is to account for the fact that it is very common in lan-guage for certain members of a constituent, especially those that wouldtraditionally be regarded as `heads', to express or `co-express' importantproperties of the whole constituent. Thus the gender, number and caseof NPs are often marked on the head noun and the tense and mood ofsentences on the verb. The properties of � allow one to introduce these



4 / Report No. CSLI-93-176properties in the lexical entries of nouns and verbs and have them showup in the f-structure correspondents of the Ss and NPs they belong to.Consider, for example, how the subject-verb agreement restriction onsentences of the form (1a) is accommodated (e.g., *Fido bark , dogs bark ,*dogs barks). The lexical entry for Fido speci�es that its f-structurecorrespondent has the value SG for the attribute NUM.2 On the otherhand the lexical entry for barks speci�es that the NUM of the SUBJ is SG,while that for bark indicates that it is PL.3Now if each individual c-structure node had its own f-structure cor-respondent, with, say, the traditional head of a constituent being thevalue of the H attribute of the whole, we wouldn't get any account ofhow agreement worked, because the grammatical properties of the SUBJof the sentence would be di�erent from those of the SUBJ of its verb (andthe VP would have no SUBJ at all). This is shown in (2) for the sentence*Fido bark . As in Chomsky (1992), feature \checking" (here uni�cation)(2) SNPNFido VPVbark 26666666666666664SUBJ 264H 24PRED `Fido'NUM SG 35375H 2666664H 266664SUBJ hNUM PLiTENSE PRESPRED `Barkh|i' 377775377777537777777777777775is viewed as a local relation, and so something has to be done to producea local relationship between the verb and its subject. The solution to thisproblem in `Classic' LFG is to say that the f-structure correspondent ofthe head of a phrase is the same as the f-structure correspondent of thephrase itself. The concept of `head' is treated as a (possibly epiphenom-enal) aspect of c-structure, or maybe annotated c-structure, rather thanof f-structure. When the H-values in (2) above are identi�ed with their`functional mothers', a conventional f-structure as in (1c) results, whereby2This is not really true as agreement is semantically determined by the referentof an NP (Nunberg 1977). However, we will assume for simplicity that features ofthe conventional referent of an NP are marked in the lexicon. We will see later thatagreement features also appear on the semantic projection, and there does not seem anydi�culty in extending what is presented here to a more semantically faithful analysis.3Actually, due to the nature of English morphology, things are more complicatedthan this, as discussed in Andrews (1990), but this description would be accurate for alanguage where singular and plural were distinguished by di�erent endings, rather thanpresence of an ending versus its absence. Note also that for the purposes of expositionwe are ignoring PERSon entirely and regarding the facts as involving purely a contrastin number.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 5the f-structure correspondent (�-correspondent) of the head N of the sub-ject NP is the same thing as the SUBJ-value of the �-correspondent ofthe verb. And, by the principle that an attribute such as NUM must havea unique value, this value cannot be both SG and PL, and so agreementis checked.This functional identi�cation also plays an important role in semanticinterpretation. In (2), for example, the lexical form `Barkh|i' is notconnected with its argument, the subject NP Fido. Instead, the argumentis an `H-great-aunt'. But the identi�cations e�ected by � cause the f-structure of the subject NP to be a functional sister of the f-structurecorrespondent of the verb.Although this apparatus of mother-head identi�cations delivers animpressive amount of appropriate descriptive power for a rather smallformal investment,4 it is a bit too simple to be true. In particular, thef-structure identi�cation of the correspondents of c-structure nodes andtheir heads via "= # annotations erases too much grammatical informa-tion too quickly, and is both too inexible and too stipulative. One of thede�ciencies arises with agreement. Agreement of heads and determinerswith the morphosyntactic features of their containing NP is normally ac-commodated by annotating the determiners and heads of nominal nodes(both maximal and submaximal, in X-bar theory) with an "= # equation.This works out well for English, but is insu�cient for most languageswith NP-internal agreement phenomena, in which the agreeing featuresare normally spelled out on various kinds of adjectival constituents aswell. These would normally be treated as members of the value of a `set-valued' grammatical function ADJUNCT (KB:214{216), so that an NPsuch as the Icelandic one in (3a) would get an f-structure along the linesof (3b):(3) a. st�oranlarge.acc.masc.sg S�ovieskanSoviet.acc.masc.sg kafb�atsub.acc.masc.sg`A large Soviet submarine'b. 26666666666666664ADJUNCT 8><>:hPRED `Large'ihPRED `Soviet'i9>=>;PRED `Submarine'GEND MASCNUM SGCASE ACC
377777777777777754The very modest complexity of the formal ideas is revealed by the fact that, as faras we know, LFG is the only current syntactic theory for which educational grammardevelopment systems have been produced that run on low-end personal computers.



6 / Report No. CSLI-93-176But this structure is not good enough, because it doesn't contain anythingrepresenting the gender, number and case agreement between the NP asa whole and its prenominal attributive adjectives.Although various solutions to this problem have been proposed, theyall require some kind of special machinery to get agreement to hap-pen, such as adding explicit annotations to adjective nodes that say("NUM) = (#NUM), and so on. In the present architecture of LFG, thisspecial machinery looks like some kind of marked excrescence on thegrammar of a language, rather than a natural and expected property ofthe construction. But agreement is universally just as characteristic ofattributive adjectives as it is of head nouns and determiners, so this kindof di�erence in treatment is not very well motivated.Another problem is that the conventional treatment understates thedegree of linkage between c- and f-structure. One of the original designgoals of LFG was that f-structure would be a level abstracted from surfacestructure at which important universal properties of language could bestated without regard to the variation in c-structure across languages.However, it now seems clear that this separation of form and functionwas carried too far. F-structures are related to c-structures by equationalannotations that are attached more or less ad libitum to phrase-structurerules, and although there are some observations about what kinds ofcombinations occur, there does not seem to be any clear-cut theory ofwhat is possible. Why, for example, does sharing of a major categoryfeature between mother and daughter always seem to imply f-structuresharing (i.e., functional identi�cation) as well?5 Standard LFG has notprovided a good basis for tackling this kind of question in a productiveway.1.2 The introduction of semanticsIn addition to the above metatheoretical di�culties, when one tries to in-troduce semantics into LFG, serious descriptive problems arise. Probablythe most important task of syntax in conveying meaning is to associatethe argument-positions of verbs with the linguistic material that charac-terizes the arguments. And the grammatical functions (GFs) de�ned inf-structure play an essential role in doing this. In particular, the lexi-cal form of a verb or other predicator speci�es the grammatical relationsto be borne by the various arguments of the verb, and the rest of thesyntax then speci�es how these grammatical relations are expressed interms of linear order, case-marking, agreement and whatever else mightbe relevant.5There are at least apparent counterexamples to the converse, such as nominallyheaded sentences in Warlpiri (Simpson 1991), and verbally headed NPs in English(Schachter 1976), though recent work in X-bar theory has tried to remove some ofthese anomalies (Abney 1987).



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 7Thus the original view in LFG was that semantic interpretation wasdone o� f-structure: \the f-structure is the sole input to the semanticcomponent" (KB:175, see also Halvorsen 1983). In later approaches to se-mantic interpretation in LFG, such as Kaplan (1987), semantic structure(�-structure) is thought of as being a level of structure similar in natureto f-structure, but formed with di�erent primitives. An argument-takinglogical predicate is represented by the predicate being the value of thefeature REL and the arguments values of indexed features ARGn. Just aseach node in c-structure has an f-structure correspondent, so do most sub-structures in f-structure have �-structure correspondents, which are fur-thermore speci�ed by means of a correspondence � from f- to �-structurethat has a lot in common with the c- to f-structure correspondence �.In one typical notation (Kaplan et al. 1989), parts of semantic struc-ture corresponding to parts of f-structure are designated by pre�xing therelevant f-structure designating expression with �. Here, for example, iswhat might be added to the lexical entry for barks to get semantics for asentence such as Fido barks :6(4) (�"REL)=bark(�"ARG1)= �("SUBJ)With the aid of a (�"REL) = \�do" equation in the lexical entry for Fido,we will get the following f- and �-structures for Fido barked (ignoringgrammatical features such as tense and number):(5) 264SUBJ hPRED `Fido'iPRED `Barkh|i' 375 24ARG1 hREL \�do"iREL bark 35This may be regarded as an extension of the structure (1c) in the previoussection (but we refrain from presenting everything in one place, as theresult becomes rather cluttered).There are however certain problems with this approach. A metathe-oretical one is that it involves a lot of redundancy. For example, RELand ARG attributes can only be found in �-structures, PRED and SUBJattributes in f-structures. Nevertheless we are forced to provide in ev-ery equation stipulations of exactly which projection all attributes areattributed to. When everything is spelled out in full (as in Fenstad etal. 1987) this begins to get rather messy. We would like to be able tostate such attributions only once, and the architecture we introduce inSection 2 will allow (indeed, require) us to do this.Tough descriptive problems also appear. It was shown above thatthe f-structure `attens' various kinds of nesting relationships found in6Note how on the left of these equations one applies � to " (which designates a pieceof f-structure) to get the semantic correspondent of that f-structure (i.e., we calculate((�") REL) etc.), while on the right of the second equation one �rst �nds the SUBJof a functional structure, and then the �-correspondent of that.



8 / Report No. CSLI-93-176c-structure. For example, the V, the VP and the S all have the samef-structure correspondent, and therefore the same �-structure correspon-dent. Often this attening doesn't matter, but sometimes it does. A casewhere it makes serious trouble is in the interpretation of `concentricallyscoped' modi�ers in examples such as these (Andrews 1983):(6) a. An alleged former racketeer was elected.b. John knocked three times twice.c. John knocked twice three times.In most uni�cation-based theories, these examples are completely un-problematical (see, for instance, Pollard and Sag forthcoming, Ch. 8).But the use of level-attening and sets to represent adjuncts creates se-vere di�culties for LFG. The prenominal adjectives and postverbal ad-verbs would standardly be treated as members of a set-valued ADJUNCTGF, producing an f-structure such as this for (6a):(7) 266666664SPEC INDEFADJUNCT 8><>:hPRED `Alleged'ihPRED `Former'i9>=>;PRED `Racketeer' 377777775This f-structure would be the correspondent of all the nominal nodes ina c-structure like this:(8) NPDetan N0APalleged N0APformer N0NracketeerBut this f-structure is obviously a hopeless basis for semantic interpreta-tion, since the semantic structure is clearly concentrically nested in thesame way that the c-structure is: former can be regarded as an `oper-ator' that applies to a descriptive term, forming a new descriptive termthat describes things that once satis�ed the description provided by theoperand (when former applies to racketeer , we get a term describing en-tities that at one time in the past satis�ed the term racketeer). Allegedis likewise an operator applying to descriptions: it is applied to entitieswhich someone has alleged to satisfy the operand description. Each N0



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 9in the c-structure corresponds to a descriptive term in the semantics,and the order of adjectives determines the semantic interpretation corre-spondingly: an alleged former racketeer is di�erent from a former allegedracketeer (this concept not being as pragmatically felicitous).A similar story can be told about the frequency adverbs in examples(6b{c), which arguably involve a rule VP ! VP AdvP, the semantics ofthe AdvP determining how the kind of action described by the lowerVP is related to that of the higher one. In particular, if the AdvP is afrequency adverb, the kind of event designated by the higher VP is thekind designated by the lower, repeated the appropriate number of times.Hence the order of frequency adverbs determines the rhythm (note inparticular that the semantic scope is not determined by linear order, butby c-structure nesting relations, as discussed more extensively in Andrews(1983)).It should be clear that accounting for the semantics of these construc-tions requires a direct relationship from c-structure to �-structure, or atleast one not mediated by the usual kinds of f-structures. For on thelatter view, once two of the nominal nodes in (8) have been functionallyidenti�ed, they cannot have distinct semantic correspondents, which leadsto the absurd view that the nominals in the completed sentence structureall have the same meaning. It is hard to see how a reasonable semanticstructure could be obtained at all under these assumptions.There are other indications that the collapsing of syntactic structureinduced by the conventional use of "= # equations goes too far. Relativeclauses are presumably some kind of adjunct (so that the whole NP canhave the same number as the head, for example). But multiple relativeclauses are not entirely equivalent in function:(9) a. The headway that they made on the project that was summa-rized in the report was insu�cient to secure further funding.b. *The headway that was summarized in the report that theymade on the project was insu�cient to secure further funding.It seems that the `idiom-chunk' headway must be licensed by a verb makein the inner relative clause, rather than the outer. This seems consonantwith some sort of concentrically nested structure, but di�cult to under-stand if the two relative clauses are just multiple values of an ADJUNCTfunction.An intuitively appealing approach to these problems is to have thesemantic correspondence � come not o� f-structure, but o� c-structure.Then there could be semantic units that corresponded to constituents,but not necessarily to actual f-substructures. This approach has beenadvanced in Halvorsen and Kaplan (1988). Consider for example (8). Inthis structure, each nominal node will have a semantic correspondent, andthe various N0s at least will have di�erent correspondents, representing



10 / Report No. CSLI-93-176the senses of racketeer , former racketeer , and alleged former racketeer . Itshould be reasonably clear that we can get an analysis of concentricallyscoped `operator' modi�ers on this kind of approach, without workingthrough any particular analysis (one will be presented in the next section).But projecting both � and � separately o� the c-structure also leads totechnical di�culties. To appreciate them, reconsider Fido barks , with lex-ical entries such as those below, which have been modi�ed so that the upand down arrows refer to c-structure nodes rather than their f-structurecorrespondents, and the � correspondence is mentioned explicitly in thesame way that � is:(10) a. Fido, (�"NUM)=SG(�"PRED)= `Fido'(�"REL)= \�do"b. barks, (�"TENSE)=PRES(�"SUBJ NUM)=SG(�"PRED)= `Barkh"SUBJi'(�"REL)=bark(�"ARG1)= �(�"SUBJ)We want our sentence to then have a full structure as representedbelow (correspondences from c- to f- and �-structure omitted, to reduceclutter):(11) SNPNFido VPVbarks f-s: 2666664SUBJ "PRED `Fido'NUM SG #TENSE PRESPRED `Barkh|i' 3777775�-s: 24REL barkARG1 hREL \�do"i35But it doesn't quite work.The reason is that we haven't actually managed to connect the se-mantics of the argument NPs to the argument positions of the verb. The�nal equation in (10b) says that the value of ARG1 in the semantic cor-respondent of the (V dominating the) verb is the same as the semanticcorrespondent of the SUBJ. But, this doesn't work anymore, because �is no longer de�ned from f-structure to �-structure, but directly fromc-structure to �-structure.To �x this, one might propose introducing an f-to-�-structure corre-spondence alongside of the others, which we might call �*. The needed�* links could be established by associating with NPs an annotation suchas this:



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 11(12) �*(�") = �"The e�ect of this little annotation would be to add �* lines from thesubsidiary f-structures to the appropriate subsidiary �-structures.7 Notethat in a structure like (8), it could be associated only with the NP (i.e.,the maximal nominal): if it appeared on the N0's, they would all get thesame �-structure, and we'd be back where we started.However, adding a new projection with accompanying annotations like(12) is yet another stipulation in a situation that is already unacceptablyladen with stipulations, and is best taken, we think, as an indication thatthere is a basic aw in the entire conception. By the time �* is added,the correspondence relations are being represented and thought about ina manner that makes them indistinguishable from ordinary attributes.� and � are acting just like ordinary feature attributes, whose valuescontain further attributes that have similar functions and behavior (sim-ilar to the SYNTAX and SEMANTICS attributes in HPSG (Pollard andSag 1987), or the distinguished attributes of FUG (Kay 1979)). But thepresent implementation is unwieldy, essentially because you often need toaccess one kind of attribute through the value of another kind of attribute,a move that this representation does not easily support.Therefore in the next section we will describe an alternative approachin which di�erent kinds of attributes are distinguished not by where theyare placed, but in terms of how they behave with respect to certain univer-sal principles of value-sharing. Subsequently, we will �nd that the basicidea of this alternative, to implement the idea of information spreading interms of conventions for value-sharing between di�erent levels of a struc-ture, not only provides reasonable analyses of nominal and verbal adjunctsbut also helps explain certain other sorts of phenomena that have long re-sisted insightful analysis in LFG and other uni�cation-based frameworks.In addition, the resulting picture becomes interestingly similar to certainrecent notions of feature percolation within the principles-and-parametersapproach, such as Grimshaw (forthcoming).2 Information spreadingOur approach depends on a generalization of the standard notion ofinformation-spreading in LFG, which is most often achieved by havinga node and one of more of its daughters share the same f-structure. Ournotion on the other hand is more like the usual generative conception offeature percolation. To see what this concept amounts to, reconsider thef-structure of (2) that we briey contemplated in the previous section for*Fido bark :7Note that �* is to be thought of as going directly from f-structure to semantics,rather than being de�ned as � composed with the inverse of �, since this latter approachhas various problems, such as in handling unspeci�ed (non-overt) subjects.



12 / Report No. CSLI-93-176(13) 26666666666666664SUBJ 264H 24PRED `Fido'NUM SG 35375H 2666664H 266664SUBJ hNUM PLiTENSE PRESPRED `Barkh|i' 377775377777537777777777777775The problem with this structure is that since the verb's subject informa-tion and the subject NP's information never get combined, the contra-diction in NUM-values never gets discovered.But suppose we had a convention to the e�ect that the traditional f-structure features such as SUBJ, NUM, etc., were `shared across'H, that is,a convention that if x is the H-value of y, and F is an f-structure attribute,then (x F ) = (y F ). Now, if the f-structure attributes include SUBJ,TENSE, NUM and PRED, but not H, the application of this convention willturn the f-structure corresponding to Fido barks (like (13) except that theverb speci�es [NUM SG]) into something very similar to a conventionalf-structure:(14) 266666666666664SUBJ 26664PRED `Fido'NUM SGH : : : 37775TENSE PRESPRED `BarkedhSUBJi'H : : : 377777777777775In particular, if we erase or ignore the H attributes and their values,as suggested by the ellipsis dots in (14), then it looks exactly like anf-structure.Our approach will in fact be to use such conventions for value-sharingto do the work of the "= # annotation. We shall say that a projectionis de�ned by specifying two sets of attributes, the �rst set being thosethat are to be shared, the second the set that they are to be projectedacross. Now, although projections can achieve the e�ects of the "= #annotation, they also o�er promise of escaping some of its limitations,because although they do e�ect identi�cations, they don't do so by simplyobliterating levels of structure, but rather by identifying some of theinformation found at di�erent levels. This o�ers a prospect of gettinguseful e�ects by setting up a number of di�erent projections.On the other hand we retain one of the guiding intuitions of LFG,that certain sets of nodes are equivalent for certain purposes (by virtue



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 13of corresponding to the same f-structure). In fact we will see that we canreconstruct the conventional levels as sets of nodes (essentially, quotientsets) between which certain classes of attributes are shared, and that, forcertain purposes, it is useful to do so. In the remainder of this section,we will �rst present the basic formal idea, then present our approachto semantic representation, and �nally develop an analysis of `scoping'adjectives such as former and alleged .2.1 Expressions and resolutionLet us suppose that a c-structure node corresponds not to an f-structurenode as currently conceived, but to a richer feature structure that speci�essemantic and phrase-structure categorical properties as well, and thusresembles (13), but with even more information speci�ed. Projectionswill then be used to e�ect the identi�cations achieved by "= # in standardLFG, without erasing the constituency information needed to constructthe semantic interpretation.We will call these new feature-structures `Expressions', and for thepresent we will be a bit vague about the exact nature of the mappingwhereby c-structure nodes correspond to expressions. There are two mainpossibilities. One is that expressions are basically just like f-structures,objects distinct from c-structure nodes, but related to them by a cor-respondence relation. The other is that expressions are just c-structurenodes with additional properties beyond those of phonology and con-stituency. Under this conception, we can think of a representation likethe annotated c-structure being the complete representation, as indicatedin (15), where dotted lines indicate regions of sharing of the traditionalf-structure features:(15) S("SUBJ)= #NPN("REL)=\�do"("NUM)=SGFido VPV("TENSE)=PRES("SUBJ NUM)=SG("REL)=bark("SUBJ)= ("ARG1)barksAt the moment it is unclear to us whether anything empirical hinges onthis and its attendant issues.88One relevant area is the treatment of discontinuous constituents. If we take theapproach to discontinuity proposed in Simpson (1991), whereby distinct c-structurenodes can be annotated as, say, SUBJ of their clause, it would seem natural to distin-guish an expression from the c-structure nodes corresponding to it, so that two distinct



14 / Report No. CSLI-93-176Regardless of which approach is assumed, we can continue to use anno-tated c-structures as before. On the �rst (standard LFG) interpretation,the " and # arrows will be interpreted as desgnating the expression cor-responding to the node above and below the arrow, respectively; on thesecond they will be interpreted as designating these nodes themselves.Although most (and perhaps all) linguistic issues don't seem to be af-fected by the choice, we will implicitly assume the former conception bygenerally drawing expressions in a feature structure format, as used instandard LFG.Below are some lexical entries that might be proposed under this view:(16) a. Fido, ("CAT)=N("NUM)=SG("REL)= \�do"b. barks, ("CAT)=V("TENSE)=PRES("SUBJ NUM)=SG("REL)=bark("SUBJ)= ("ARG1)c. bark, ("CAT)=V("TENSE)=PRES("SUBJ NUM)=PL("REL)=bark("SUBJ)= ("ARG1)They are basically like the ones we had before, but with the � and �correspondences left out. One other change is the omission of PRED-features. As is discussed later, once one has semantic structures andexplicit linkages between grammatical functions and argument positions,there is no need to have PRED-features as well.With these lexical entries and appropriate phrase-structure rules, Fidobarks will have a full expression like this, before projections are formed,assuming a two bar-level X-bar theory, with S = V2:c-structure nodes could correspond to one sub-expression, bearing the GF SUBJ, justas in standard LFG.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 15(17) 26666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
SUBJ 266666666666664H 266666666664H 26666664CAT NBAR 0REL \�do"NUM SG 37777775BAR 1 377777777775BAR 2 377777777777775H 2666666666666666664H 2666666666666664SUBJ hNUM SGiTENSE PRESREL barkARG1 [ ]CAT VBAR 0 3777777777777775BAR 1

3777777777777777775BAR 2
37777777777777777777777777777777777777777775Suppose now that CAT and all the familiar f-structure and semantic fea-tures, but not BAR, are shared along H.If we display the results of this sharing, representing H-values withellipsis dots, we get:(18) 2666666666666666666666664SUBJ

26666664REL \�do"NUM SGCAT NH : : : 37777775ARG1 [ ]TENSE PRESREL barkCAT VH : : :
3777777777777777777777775The e�ecting of the required sharings will be called `resolution'.The e�ect of resolution on (17) is to identify the SUBJ-values at thelevels of the V, VP and S, as well as the feature values at the threenominal levels. So agreement is obviously checked, and the semantics ofthe subject is brought into the correct relationship to the REL of the verb.



16 / Report No. CSLI-93-176In fact, if we suppress the nonsemantic attributes, and forget about tenseand number, we clearly get the kind of semantic structure we want.It should be apparent that this approach is very similar to standardLFG. In both cases, it is claimed that a central mechanism of grammar is(in e�ect) the sharing of attributes between di�erent levels of the linguisticstructure, especially, heads and the phrases that they are heads of. Butwhile standard LFG locates the shared attributes in an f-structure, andthen asserts that di�erent nodes have the same f-structure, we relatethe nodes by what are in e�ect `head' relations, and then assert thatcertain attributes are shared across these head relations. Due to thecentral role of such `vertical' attribute-sharing, standard LFG analysescan be transferred into this framework without signi�cant change.9 But,as we shall see, our approach confers a greater degree of exibility, whichprovides analyses of further phenomena which have proved recalcitrantfor standard LFG.There are various approaches one might take to formalizing Resolu-tion. For example, one possibility would be to implement it as meta-rulesin the style of GPSG, or even as macro-expansions.10 We do not presentlyhave a good grip on either the empirical or mathematical issues relevantto the choice, so we will present one we �nd straightforward and lin-guistically appealing, based on some recent work by Johnson (1991). Heproposes to replace the standard function application notation of LFG bythe use of relations. An attribute is a relation between two f-structureobjects, so that, for example, (x SUBJ) = y is taken as an alternativenotation for SUBJ(x; y), where SUBJ is taken as the name of a relation.11An ordinary single-valued grammatical function F is then asserted toobey a single-valuedness postulate:(8xyz)((F(x; y)^ F(x; z))! y = z)`Set-valued' attributes such as ADJUNCT can easily be modelled by notsubjecting them to an axiom of this form (note that for the strictly syn-tactic uses of set-valued attributes, the notions of nullity, union, etc. thatJohnson provides are not in fact necessary). A functional description isassembled in the usual way, and can be treated either as a collection of9In fact, so far, the required changes are the strictly mechanical ones of replacing"= # annotations with ("H)= # annotations, and replacing PRED equations with ap-propriate combinations of REL and ARG equations. This amounts to no substantivelinguistic change at all.10That is, the linguist writes `Head(", #)', and the grammar compiler expands this to`("H)= #& ((:(" SUBJ) &:(# SUBJ)) _ ("SUBJ)= (#SUBJ)) & : : :'. For example,such an implementation scheme could be used in PATR (Shieber 1986).11In even more recent, as yet unpublished work, it is proposed to replace this treat-ment with a 3-place `arc' relation, relating two f-structures and a relation label. Thismove permits atomic values to function as grammatical relation labels, and makes theformulations of universal principles smoother, but it is not relevant for our presentconcerns.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 17assertions about the denotata of a collection of special ad-hoc constants(one for each f-structure object that the functional annotations assert toexist), or as an existentially quanti�ed conjunction of assertions:(9x1x2 : : : xn)(SUBJ(x1; x2) ^ x1 = x3 ^ : : :)This assertion is then conjoined with the assertions comprising the theory,and the structure of the sentence is the minimal model that satis�es thefull set of assertions. The signi�cant result is that as long as all of theconjoined formulae take the form of a collection of existential quanti�ersfollowed by a collection of universal quanti�ers followed by a quanti�er-free formula, the consistency of the conjunctional is decidable (as an NP-complete problem). Such formulae constitute the `Sch�on�nkel-Bernays'class (Johnson credits Harry Lewis with pointing out the relevance of theS-B class and its properties).One might then propose to add projections as follows: if the set ofattributes A is supposed to spread across the set of attributes B, wesimply add an axiom of the following form for each a in A and b in B:(19) (8xyz)(b(x; y)! (a(x; z)$ a(y; z)))Since (19) is Sch�on�nkel-Bernays, we can add it to LFG without fear ofcreating undecidability.But we aren't quite done yet, for the reason that LFG depends notjust on the collection of assertions having a model, but on it having aunique minimal model, which is the structure of the sentence describedby the assertions.12 Restricting ourselves to S.-B. formulae clearly won'tguarantee this, since such a formula might demand that some attribute,say, CASE, take either of two values, such as ERG or DAT. The resultingdescription will then not have a unique minimal model, but only twominimal ones.This has always demanded a somewhat special treatment of disjunc-tive speci�cations, and has been dealt with by interpreting disjunctionas a `free-choice' operator between structures. That is, it is su�cient forthere to be a minimal model for there to be one for every consistent modelresulting from the selection of one disjunct in each disjunction. But thisreveals a potential problem for the interpretation of conditionals in LFG.For if we regard A! B as logically equivalent to :A_B, the interpreta-tion of disjunction will (ceteris paribus) lead to two possible structures fora conditional, one where A is false, and another where B is true. But thatis not what we actually want, since we only want our conditional to causeB to be true13 when something other than the conditional causes A to be12Both this problem and the solution were pointed out to us by Ron Kaplan andJohn Maxwell.13That is, to go into the description of which the sentence-structure is to be theminimal model.



18 / Report No. CSLI-93-176true (though, of course, something entirely unrelated to the conditionalmight independently cause B to be true).The solution to this problem is to interpret a conditional A ! B asbeing equivalent to :A _ (Ac & B), where the subscript c indicates thatA is to be a constraining or `nonconstructive' speci�cation rather thana constituting or `constructive' one.14 Further, negations are assumedto always be nonconstructive, so :A is also a constraining rather thana constituting speci�cation. Therefore, the conditional allows two struc-tures, one where A is false; and another where some independent factormakes A true (since the conditional speci�es A nonconstructively), andin addition, B is true (speci�ed constructively).Interpreting conditionals in this way allows them to be integratedinto LFG processing with the desired semantics. Of course, various fur-ther conditions will presumably have to be imposed in order to assurereasonably e�cient processing. For example, things will go much betterif all of the substructures mentioned in the antecedent of the conditionalare connected by the relations mentioned there, since this will greatly re-strict the number of ways in which each conditional has to be instantiatedin order to test it for applicability.It is easy to see that (19) can be expressed as a pair of condition-als, interpreted in this manner. It therefore does not create conceptual orfoundational problems for LFG. Introducing such `constructive condition-als' (so-called because they can add information to the sentence-structure)does however raise a problem in linguistic metatheory: what is the roleof these conditionals? Do they appear in language-particular grammars,or only as universal principles? In this paper we will only propose themfor universal principles, though there are some intriguing possibilities forlanguage-particular application as well. But to make serious proposalsalong these lines, one would need to have a restrictive theory of whatkinds of conditionals are found in natural-language grammars, somethingwe will not attempt to provide here.2.2 Semantic representationSince one of our major concerns is achieving a better integration betweensemantics and syntax, one of the things we have to do is adopt somede�nite ideas about semantic representation. We have so far followed thede facto uni�cation-grammar standard of using attribute-value structuresto mimic conventional logical forms, with attributes such as REL, ARG1,and so forth. But there is now a large and ever-growing body of work,in a variety of syntactic frameworks, which makes it quite clear that thetraditional atomic REL-value with some blandly labelled arguments is14Constructive speci�cations are part of the description that the sentence-structureis going to be the minimal model of; constraining ones serve as �lters on the structurejust chosen. See KB:209{210.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 19quite unable to support the kinds of principles that seem to be involvedin the syntax-semantics interface.15 What this work seems to indicateis that lexical items have some kind of internal structure in terms ofsemantically (more) primitive notions, similar to what was envisioned inGenerative Semantics and the work of Gruber (1965).Our approach will be to suppose that this internal structure is presentwithin the values of the REL attributes. For instance, one could adopt theproposals of Jackendo� (1990). Then, in the representation of Harry but-tered the bread , the REL value for the main predicate would be somethinglike (Jackendo� 1990:129,164):(20) " AFF+vol([ ]i, [ ]j)event CAUSE( [ ]i, [INCH [BE([BUTTER], [ONd [ ]j ])]])#Here the empty brackets with subscripts represent positions into whicharguments will be inserted, the subscripts being Jackendo�'s notation forindicating that positions are to be uni�ed.The syntactic structure supplies �llers for the argument-positions viauni�cation: A lexical entry for this sense of butter with grammaticalrelations speci�ed for the arguments would look like this:(21) 26666664REL " AFF+vol([ ], [ ])event CAUSE([ ], [INCH [BE([BUTTER], [ONd [ ]])]])#SUBJ [ ]OBJ [ ] 37777775REL is here functioning more or less as an equivalent to the traditionalPRED feature, but the intended interpretation of our REL is hopefullyclearer than that of PRED: its value is a semantic representation. Wedo not have an `argument list' as in a PRED-value, but rather, certainpositions within the semantic structure are equated with the values ofgrammatical relations. In what follows, we will abbreviate REL values bymeans of predicate symbols in the obvious way:16(22) 26664REL Butter([ ], [ ])SUBJ [ ]OBJ [ ] 37775The notational di�erences from standard LFG (no PRED-attribute, noquotes around the value of REL, no GFs appearing in argument-lists) are15Among others, Jackendo� (1990), Grimshaw (1990), Van Valin (1990), Baker(1988), and Bresnan and Kanerva (1989).16We continue to assume that semantic representations are typed (as indicated bythe event notation, above) but we will generally omit the type.



20 / Report No. CSLI-93-176intended to remind one of the theoretical di�erence that the value of RELis simply a semantic representation. Later on, we will sketch a LinkingTheory whereby lexical items don't need to specify what grammaticalfunctions express what arguments, but only specify argument positionsthat require linking.It should be clear how the proposals of the previous section carryover to our modi�ed framework: in (17), the SUBJ attribute introducedby the lexical entry of bark should be changed from being equated withthe value of an ARG1 attribute, to being equated with a position withinthe REL value for bark . The e�ect of resolution will then be to propagatethe SUBJ attribute up to the top level, causing its value to unify withthat of the syntactically introduced subject. Meanwhile, the RELs willalso propagate up to their `maximal projections', so that the �nal resultwill be:(23) 2666666666666666666664SUBJ
26666664REL \�do"NUM SGCAT NH : : : 37777775TENSE PRESREL Barks([ ] )CAT VH : : :

3777777777777777777775Not all of this is relevant for semantic interpretation. In fact, in thiscase, all we need is the REL-values (we are not yet purporting to haveanything de�nite to say about the semantics of grammatical features), sothe portion of (23) that is actually relevant for interpretation is:(24) [REL Barks([REL \�do"])]Having presented the rudiments of a semantic representation scheme, letus now return to analyzing scoping modi�ers.2.3 Scoping modi�ersIn a framework like the one we are developing here, the semantic struc-tures of modi�ers such as professed and alleged will have to be on thewhole pretty much like those of the corresponding verbs, di�ering pri-marily in what grammatical functions are associated with the various ar-guments (we don't have lambda-abstraction or lexicon-internal transfor-mations to provide multiple diatheses for single underlying lexical items).The lexical structure of professed will then be an elaboration of:



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 21(25) 26664REL �state SAYS([ ], [state BE ([ ], [AT ([ ])]) ]) �?? [ ]??? [ ] 37775Our problem is then to make a proposal about the mystery GFs that willdeliver the results we want with minimal fuss.Consider �rst the c-structure below:17(26) NPDeta N0APAprofessed N0Nadmirer PPof Saddam HusseinNow consider �rst the relation between the head N and the N0 immedi-ately over it. We need to share between these nodes both the semanticand the f-structure attributes of admirer , which could be achieved byspreading both kinds of attributes along H. But this approach will notwork at all for the two N0 nodes: we want them to share their f-structures,but they can't share their semantics. Rather, the upper N0 should shareits semantics with the AP, so that it will have the same REL-value asthe adjective professed . Anticipating the future somewhat, we will alsosuppose that Det and N0 are the semantic and syntactic heads, respec-tively, of the NP. We can depict these relationships on the tree by usingsolid lines to indicate regions of syntactic feature sharing, and dottedlines to indicate regions of semantic feature sharing, as in (27). Theseintuitions about the sharing of di�erent types of information are com-pletely shared by the similar analysis of noun phrases in Pollard and Sag(forthcoming:Ch. 8).17Keep in mind that we are no longer committed to c-structure as a true level ofrepresentation: the tree-structure is real, but the category information that is conven-tionally presented might not be the most appropriate selection from what is providedby the expression.



22 / Report No. CSLI-93-176(27) NPDeta N0APAprofessed N0Nadmirer PPof Saddam HusseinWe can formalize these notions by introducing what are in e�ect twodi�erent head functions, a `syntactic head' H, and a `semantic head' O(for `operator'). The lexical head of an X0-construction will be both Hand O, while in the N0 ! AP N0 construction, the AP will be the O,and the N0 will be the H. Semantic attributes will be shared along O,f-structural syntactic ones along H. The use of H and O leads to (28)as the partially annotated (and still quite provisional) c-structure for(27). Lexical item speci�cations have been omitted, and we are using thenotational convention `[F;G]' to indicate simultaneously applying F andG grammatical functions (i.e., ("[H,O])= # abbreviates the two equations("H)= # and ("O)= # and says that the value of both these attributes isthe same).(28) NP("O)= #Deta ("H)= #N0("O)= #AP("[H,O])= #Aprofessed ("H)= #N0("[H,O])= #Nadmirer ("(#PCASE))= #PPof Saddam HusseinIn this and subsequent structures we omit the A0 level, in order to reduceclutter.18To get a workable semantic structure out of this we will need to makesome decisions about how to represent the arguments of the various pred-18However, since complements are in fact forbidden with prenominal modifers andadverbs, it is conceivable that the A0 level is missing in fact.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 23icates involved. The Object of Attitude of admirer looks like a conven-tional oblique object and will be treated as one.What, then, of the entity that is serving as the Experiencer of admirerand the Professor of professed? There are two basic possibilities. One isto follow the general lead of Bach (1968), introducing into the structurean attribute whose value serves in e�ect to represent an entity, to whichapply predicates supplied by the nouns and other components of the NP.The other approach is that of Montague (also Keenan and Faltz 1985),wherein the senses of N0 nodes (functions from possible worlds to sets ofindividuals) are operated upon directly by the semantics.The general design of our formalism favors the former approach. Pro-viding a semantics for NPs on the latter approach would require extensiveuse of lambda-abstraction, which has a substantial overlap in functional-ity with uni�cation. And, in general, it is undesirable to have two formaldevices of similar functionality together in one theory, unless one hasstrong motivation for the necessity of both, and clear criteria indicatingwhen each should be used.So we will introduce a new attribute, IND, whose value will functionas a logical variable, and which will spread along both H and O (that is,it will belong to both the semantic and the functional projections). Thus,for admirer , the structure we propose is:(29) 26664REL Admire([ ],[ ])IND [ ]OBLOF [ ] 37775It is not entirely clear how this ought to be speci�ed in the language off-descriptions. One possibility, along the lines that are conventional forPRED-values, would be:(30) ("REL)=Admirer(("IND), ("OBLOF))But we don't believe that the formal issues involved here are central tothis paper.Moving on to the arguments of professed , here we will use IND againfor the Professor argument, but we need to do something di�erent for theClaim Professed. This is already speci�ed as being the H, so one ideawould be to say that this argument should be expressed by H, but thiswon't work, because it would require us to have H spreading along O,which would crunch together many of the things we need to keep distinct(in particular, we would wind up with a substructure where the meaningsof professed and admirer are both supposed to be the value of REL).What we will do is introduce a new attribute, ARG, which belongs tothe semantic projection but not the functional one. The N0 appearing as`complement' to professed will then be introduced as an [H,ARG] ratherthan just an H, as in structure (28) above. Given these decisions, the



24 / Report No. CSLI-93-176upper N0 in (28) will now receive (31) as its pre-resolution structure, wherewe indicate that something is the value of two attributes by stacking theattribute labels to the left of their shared value. Now, by the principles we(31) 266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664

CAT NBAR 1O 2666666666666666664CAT ABAR 1OH 266666666664CAT ABAR 0REL Profess([ ], [ ])IND [ ]ARG [ ] 3777777777753777777777777777775HARG 2666666666666666666664
CAT NBAR 1OH 266666666664CAT NBAR 0REL Admire([ ], [ ])IND [ ]OBLOF [ ] 377777777775OBLOF [\Saddam Hussein"]

3777777777777777777775

377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775have already discussed, all of the attributes of the N0 except BAR becomeattributes of the lower N0. Consequently, the values of the two instancesof OBLOF get merged, so Saddam Hussein gets speci�ed as being theobject of admiration (but his internal structure is omitted as irrelevantto the present discussion). Furthermore, the semantic attributes of theadjective professed get propagated up two levels of O's so as to becomeattributes of the upper N0, as indicated informally by the dotted arrowsin (32) (they also become attributes of the intervening AP, but that is leftout to reduce clutter, as is the internal structure of the N0 node, whosecontent is no longer relevant).As a consequence of all this value-sharing, the ARG introduced by thelexical entry of professed winds up having the same value as the ARGintroduced by the c-structure rules as one of the grammatical functions
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(32) 2666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664

CAT NBAR 1IND XO 2666666666666666664CAT ABAR 1OH 266666664CAT ABAR 0REL Profess([ ], [ ])IND [ ] 377777775ARG [ ]
3777777777777777775HARG 266666666666666664CAT NBAR 1REL Admire([ ], [ ])IND [ ]OBLOF [\Saddam Hussein"]OH [: : : ] 377777777777777775

3777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775



26 / Report No. CSLI-93-176borne by the lower N0. So, when we fuse these two values, and displayonly those attributes that appear on the semantic projection (currentlyREL, IND and ARG), we get the following:(33) 2666666664REL Profess([ ], [ ])IND [ ]ARG 24REL Admire([ ], \Saddam Hussein")IND [ ] 35 3777777775Furthermore, it is here only the REL values that are actually necessaryto present what is relevant for the meaning; a maximally reduced semanticdisplay is:(34) �REL Profess([ ],hREL Admire([ ], [\Saddam Hussein"])i)�At this point it is beginning to look as if the REL attributes are unneces-sary and ought to be eliminated, but they will look more functional againwhen we get to `real' adjuncts (nonscoping modi�ers).Summarizing the analysis so far, the PS-rule for N0 will be:(35) N0 ! 8>>>>><>>>>>: AP("O)= # N0("[H,ARG])= #N("[H,O])= # : : : 9>>>>>=>>>>>;As for lexical entries, adjectival professed will get:(36) professed, ("CAT)=A("REL)=profess(("IND), ("ARG))This entry is semantically identical to that of the verb, the di�erencesbeing in the category and argument-bindings, although we really shouldintroduce some sort of generic aspectual speci�cation into the reading ofthe adjective.Our present analysis clearly extends to prenominal adjectives that donot assign a semantic role to IND, such as alleged and former . Allegedis essentially two-place, but its `allegator' argument is not linked to anysyntactic attribute, and is understood existentially. Former on the otherhand is one-place:(37) a. alleged, ("CAT)=A("REL)= allege([ARB], ("ARG))b. former, ("CAT) =A("REL)=Past(("ARG))



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 27We will conclude by presenting an advantage of our style of treatmentover a Montagovian one, in which the scoping adjectives would be takenas operators that apply to a common-noun sense to produce anotherone. On a Montagovian account, a scoping modi�er could apply to anominal in a very wide variety of ways. For example, there might be anadjective *allegig [sic] such that allegig murderer meant `a person whoalleges that other people are murderers'. But in fact this sort of thingdoes not happen: the entity described by the whole nominal is always thebearer of the argument-role that the head noun alone would assign as thereferent of an NP in which the noun appeared unmodi�ed. While it ispresumably possible to formulate some sort of constraint to enforce thisregularity in an Montagovian analysis, in the present approach it comesout as a natural consequence of how the machinery works: given thatIND spreads along H, the IND-value for the whole nominal will always bethe same thing as the IND-value of the head nominal, thereby deliveringthis result.2.4 Non-scoping modi�ersAlthough scoping modi�ers are interesting, and under-analyzed in LFG,they constitute a rather small portion of what are traditionally calledadjectives, most of which behave rather di�erently, and call for a signi�-cantly di�erent analysis. Consider an NP such as:(38) a greedy, rude, unscrupulous property-developerThere is no clear sense here that each adjective is taking what follows itas some kind of argument: they all seem to be applying in parallel, as itwere. One might suppose that this kind of parallel application is a kindof coordinate AP. There may be something to this, but these adjective-series can't be ordinary coordinate structures because they are of quiterestricted distribution. Main clauses can end in adjective sequences:(39) The property developer was greedy, rude, unscrupulous.But this requires a rather special intonation pattern, and is furthermorenot possible in embedded clauses:(40) *The fact that the property-developer was greedy, rude, unscrupu-lous did not bother his attorney.This example can be saved by putting and in front of unscrupulous .We shall suppose then that main clauses and NPs allow the appear-ance of adjective sequences (by means of rules that are probably unre-lated). In the case of NPs, a rule such as (41) seems called for:(41) N0 ! AP* N0



28 / Report No. CSLI-93-176Having (41) recursive lets us have scoping adjectives before or after non-scoping ones, with what seem to be the appropriate meanings:(42) a. A former greedy, unscrupulous property developerb. A greedy, unscrupulous former property-developerWhat of the grammatical functions and semantics? Since these non-scoping adjectives are interpreted intersectively, as if they were coordi-nated, the standard LFG analysis in terms of a set- or multiple-valuedADJUNCT function seems appropriate, and this is what we will in factpropose. Formally, we will employ a multiple-valued ADJUNCT feature,and, to oil the wheels of the semantics, we will introduce a third projec-tion, the �-projection which will spread IND and the agreement featuresacross ADJUNCT, as well as along H and O.19 This expresses the ideathat there is some sort of universal constraint whereby nominal adjunctsboth modify and agree with the NP they are contained in, although itwould of course be good to have it follow from the architecture of thetheory that IND and the agreement features should behave alike.What of the N0? If we think of O as being the semantic head function,we are led to expect that there should always be an O, and the daughterN0 is the only plausible candidate. It is then an [H,O]. The annotatedversion of (41) is thus:(43) N0 ! ( AP("ADJUNCT)= #)* N0("[H,O])= #The N0 greedy, unscrupulous property developer will now give rise to asemantic projection like this:(44) 26666666666666664REL Property-developer([ ])IND [ ]ADJUNCT 24REL Greedy([ ])IND [ ] 35ADJUNCT 24REL Unscrupulous([ ])IND [ ] 3537777777777777775What is needed for the meaning can be recovered from the values of RELand ADJUNCT alone. At this point the REL attribute seems to look abit less useless, since it contains the principal or `core' description of theentity referred to by the nominal, while the ADJUNCT substructures areintroducing secondary ones.19This grouping of features corresponds to the `� features' of recent work in GB,but we choose a di�erent name since � is already used within LFG.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 29There are some well-known facts about non-scoping adjectives whichour analysis does not accommodate, in particular the fact that thereis very little possible variation in the order of adjectives (this lack isshared by conventional LFG). It is in fact normally assumed that eachadjective applies a restriction to the set of individuals designated by thehead, the restrictions being applied in the order innermost �rst. Thissuggests that some kind of concentric structuring might be occurring withthese adjectives as well. But it is di�cult to devise any clear tests forthe claims about the order in which non-scoping adjectives are `applied'.Furthermore, they di�er clearly in their behavior from scoping adjectives,which do not appear in series separated by pauses:(45) *Nick is a former, future Tsar.Note that there is nothing wrong with the conjunctive meaning that thescoping adjectives in this example are trying to have (they can for examplebe coordinated with and). The example just doesn't have that meaning.This indicates that there is a fundamental di�erence in nature betweenthe two kinds of adjectives, which our analysis captures.Our discussion so far has dealt solely with nominal modi�ers, but if weassume that verbal projections also have an IND attribute, representinga Davidsonian event index, then our theory can be naturally extended tohandle a wide range of verbal modi�ers as well. The nature and coverageof the theory is very similar to that of Parsons (1990): an operator adverbsuch as allegedly receives an analysis parallel to the operator adjectivealleged , while VP modi�ers such as slowly or violently act as nonscopingmodi�ers of events, and are analyzed in the same way as the adjectivestreated in this section.2.5 DeterminersTo indicate how a complete analysis of NPs would work, we would needto deal with at least determiners and quantity expressions as well. Thisis more than we would like to attempt here, so we will just add a fewwords about determiners and outline how a complete analysis might look.Following Kamp (1981) and Heim (1982), let us assume that there arebasically two types of determiners, one requiring something equivalent to`Quanti�er Raising' (May 1985), the other not requiring this.The former are determiners such as no, every and few , for which ananalysis as logical operators with scope has frequently seemed quite ap-pealing. We will assume that these are correctly treated as generalizedquanti�cation operators involving two open sentences plus bound vari-ables (to keep things simple, we will assume one, but see Heim (1982)).For every man loves Marilyn, for example, our logical form would bealong the lines of:(46) (every, x, man(x), loves(x, m))



30 / Report No. CSLI-93-176The latter sort includes items like the de�nite article for which a quan-ti�cational analysis has tended to seem less plausible. In our linguisticrepresentation we will treat these as forming `terms', which just sit in thesemantic correspondent of whatever syntactic position they occupy. Sofor the child bit the dog we would have a logical form equivalent to:20(47) bit((the, x, child(x)), (the, x, dog(x)))For nonscoping determiners, we need to manufacture a semantic rep-resentation with three signi�cant attributes, one representing the speci�eritself, another for the free variable, and a third for the content of the NP.For these we suggest the new attributes SPEC, VAR, and COND, all onthe semantic projection. SPEC and VAR will be atomic-valued, takingthe determiner and what is in e�ect a bound variable as their values,while COND will have as its value the descriptive material provided bythe nominal. One di�cult question is whether COND should be intro-duced as such in PS annotations, or linked to another GF, the obviouscandidate being ARG. We tentatively assume the latter.We can now suppose that determiners are introduced by a rule similarto that for prenominal adjectives, along the lines of:(48) NP ! Det("O)= # N0("[H,ARG])= #The structure introduced by a nonscoping determiner such as the willthen be:(49) 266666666664SPEC DEFVAR [ ]IND [ ]COND [ ]ARG [ ] 377777777775Now, since the determiner is introduced as an O, all the semanticattributes (including IND) will be shared between it and the NP. Hencethe value of VAR will become identi�ed with the value of IND for the NP,and the value of COND will be identi�ed with the maximal N0 introducedby rule (48). And, since SPEC and VAR are semantic attributes, theywill also be shared between the speci�er and the NP, providing the NPwith the kind of semantic representation that we want. In particular, theprofessed admirer of Saddam Hussein will get the semantic structure:20To provide an analysis of inde�nites along the lines of Heim (1982) we would needto say that they have scope in the same manner as quanti�ers like every, but do notintroduce their own quanti�cational operator. Rather they introduce just a variable(the VAR attribute) which is later bound by a quanti�er at the level of discourseinterpretation. Further discussion of the treatment of quanti�cation in discourse isbeyond the scope of this paper.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 31(50) 2666664SPEC DEFVAR [ ]COND �REL Profess ([ ],hREL Admire([ ], [\S. H."])i)�3777775This is the sort of structure we want. Note also that SPEC, VAR andCOND are attributes we want to retain in the semantic display.Scoping determiners submit to the same basic treatment, but requiresome additional machinery to handle scope (as quanti�er scope is clearlycompletely independent of the precedence and dominance relations of c-structure). Indeed, it is perhaps worth considering whether scope e�ectsought to be integrated into the rest of the syntax at all. Someone mightclaim, for example, that an appropriate `logical form' (abstract grammat-ical structure, over which inference rules are to be de�ned) for every boyloves some girl would be loves((every,x,boy(x)), (some,x,girl(x)), just aswas proposed for nonscoping determiners. The appearance of `ambiguity'would then be accommodated by appropriately adjusting the inferencerules.The di�culty with this, we think, is that it seems quite clear thatwhen people say this sort of sentence, they mean one of the conventionalreadings or the other: therefore these sentences ought to be treated asambiguous. A complete analysis would thus need some mechanism toresolve scope, so that the semantic structure of a quanti�er can appearsuperordinate to the semantics of other parts of the sentence. There arevarious possibilities that could be adopted here, ranging from classicalCooper storage (Cooper 1983) to using inside-out functional uncertainty,as suggested in Halvorsen and Kaplan (1988), to using the assumptionsmechanism of Dalrymple (1992). All of these produce similar and basi-cally adequate results, and so we will not develop any of the options indetail here.So, summing up the developments thus far, we have introduced a newapproach to LFG organized around two key ideas:� a single informational feature-structure, which we have called anExpression� the use of projections as a means of describing the spread of infor-mation throughout this structure.Let us briey contrast the alternative. The current LFG rubric of `lev-els of co-description' involves setting up a number of distinct places inthe sentence-structure, and using subscripts on arrows in annotations toroute di�erent kinds of information to the appropriate place. However,as we tried to illustrate above, there are clear problems in getting at theparts of what we intuitively think of as the same object when they areseparated onto di�erent levels. We have provided a uni�ed feature struc-ture, considerably closer to the annotated c-structure than conventional



32 / Report No. CSLI-93-176f-structure is, and replaced level-collapsing with a notion of informationspreading. Our lexical entries are no longer littered with stipulative andalso redundant designators for the � and � correspondences, but ratherthis information is stated just once in the de�nition of the projections.Traditional LFG analyses that depend on the properties of f-structure willcontinue to work as before (since f-structure information is still spreadingin roughly the same way) , but some of the di�culties of incorporating se-mantic interpretation have been overcome (since the technique employedto do it is di�erent).Formally, our notion of a projection is this:(51) A projection is de�ned by:(a) A set of attributes which are projected(b) A set of attributes which are projectorsResolution is a (declarative) relationship of equality of attributevalues which is set up as follows:For a projection P, with f 2 projected(P) and g 2 pro-jector(P), and for a feature-structure node e,if (e g) = x then (e f) = (x f).A subset display is just the information relevant to a certain pro-jection and is formed thus:From the top, recursively, throw away all feature-valuepairs for which the feature is not in the projected set.Resolution is a declarative relationship that describes what is metaphor-ically information spreading (we can think of it as unifying the valuesof projected attributes linked across projector attributes). We can thenproduce the equivalent of conventional f-structures, �-structures etc. byapplying a subsetting operation which just discards all information irrel-evant to a certain projection.21 This subsetting both provides a displayof related information that is helpful to the human reader, and a repre-sentation of a linguistic level, when only attributes and values on thatlevel determine a constraint.We have shown how various noun phrase phenomena can be elegantlydescribed by de�ning f-, �-, and �-projections. The syntactic GFs spreadonly across H and the purely semantic attributes (REL, ARG, SPEC, etc.)spread only across O links. IND, CASE and the agreement features (PERS,21Normally the information relevant to a projection will be the attributes and theirvalues for attributes in the shared set. However, we note that while ARG is in theshared set of the �-projection, it is not needed in (i.e., relevant to) the �nal semanticdisplay. This suggests a minor di�erence between �-structure and LF, which we couldtrivially implement in the current formalism by adding another projection like �, butwhich didn't include ARG.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 33projector(f) = fH, ARGgprojected(f) = fSUBJ, OBJ, OBJ� , ADJUNCT, COMP, : : :gprojector(m) = fHgprojected(m) = fVFORM, PMARKING, : : :gprojector(�) = fOgprojected(�) = fREL, ARG, SPEC, SCOPE, VAR, : : :gprojector(�) = fH, O, ADJUNCTgprojected(�) = fIND, CASE, PERS, NUM, GENDgTable 1: De�nition of ProjectionsNUM, GEND) are shared across both H and O and across ADJUNCT. Wehave analyzed CAT as also spreading along the f-projection, while BARis the only feature we have mentioned that does not spread along anyprojection. Note that the agreement of attributive adjectives now fol-lows without stipulative PS-rule annotations (although the conventionwhereby this is achieved is not very interesting). The agreement featuresappear on both semantic and syntactic heads, and agreement is auto-matic (though overt only if a language possesses the appropriate varietyof morphological forms).We will need to extend these proposals slightly in the next sectionand our �nal proposal is shown in Table 1. The f-structure GFs aredeemed to also spread over ARG (recall that up until now H and ARG havealways co-occurred), while morphosyntactic features such as verbal formor prepositional marking are speci�ed to spread only across H. One couldimagine de�ning yet other projections, but for the moment we will moveon and show how these ones can be used to develop a more satisfactoryaccount of interesting verbal phenomena involving complex predicates.3 Complex verbs in RomanceWe have developed a notion of projections in order to deal with variousaspects of noun-phrase syntax. Now we will apply it to a rather di�erentkind of construction, `light verbs'22 in Romance languages. The problemis easily stated.Romance languages have various in�nitival constructions that behavein the general manner one would expect of complements. In particular,in these constructions, clitic object pronouns, (with which we assumethat the reader has at least a passing acquaintance) appear attachedto whatever verb they are semantically associated with. Here are someexamples from Spanish:2322Also called `restructuring' and `reanalysis' verbs.23We will be using the standard orthographies for all Romance languages. In theseorthographies, the proclitics are normally written as separate words while the enclitics



34 / Report No. CSLI-93-176(52) a. Sp LuisLuis comi�oeat.3sg.past lasthe manzanasapples amarillasyellow`Luis ate the yellow apples.'b. LuisLuis las3pl.fem comi�oate`Luis ate them.'c. LuisLuis insisti�oinsisted enon comereat.inf lasthe manzanasapples amarillasyellow`Luis insisted on eating the yellow apples.'d. Luis insisti�o en comer-las`Luis insisted on eating them.'e. *Luis las insisti�o en comerand here from Italian:(53) a. It PieroPeter conosceknows lathe signorinayoung-lady moltovery benewellb. PieroPeter laher conosceknows moltovery bene.wellc. PieroPeter a�ermavasays di`of' conoscer-lato.know-her moltovery bene.well`Peter says he knows her very well.'d. *Piero la a�ermava di conoscere molto bene.However there is also a class of verbs, the `light verbs', which takewhat super�cially appear to be complement structures, but the puta-tive complement manifests various kinds of behavior quite unexpected ofa complement. Perhaps the most obvious is the phenomenon of `cliticclimbing', wherein a clitic pronoun semantically associated with the sup-posed complement verb can appear on the light verb instead:(54) a. Sp LuisLuis trat�otry deof comer-laseat.inf-them`Luis tried to eat them.'b. Luis las trat�o de comer(55) a. It MariaMaria �nisce�nishes di`of' batter-lato.hit-it aon macchinamachine domani.tomorrow`Mary �nishes typing it tomorrow'are written joined to their hosts. We will sometimes set o� enclitics with a hyphenfor clarity. The two bold letters before the �rst sentence in each group of examplesindicate the language: Spanish, French, Italian or Catalan.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 35b. Maria la �nisce di battere a macchina domani.If we assume conventional complement-style phrase structures for thesein�nitives, it is quite unclear how to get the object clitics to match upwith the verbs that they bear semantic roles to.Manning (1992) surveys the prospects for analyzing these construc-tions in LFG and HPSG, and concludes that none of the obvious stan-dard proposals are satisfactory (and �nds little prospect of better in otheruni�cation-based frameworks). Some important points which we take himto have established are:1. The sequence of verb forms cannot be treated as a unitary `complexverb', whether formed in the lexicon and inserted under a V0 nodein the syntax or formed as a `verbal complex' in the syntax.2. The clitic pronoun(s) + (�rst) light verb sequence forms some sortof constituent, such as perhaps a V0 node, excluding the heavy verb.3. The overall structure is right-branching, with the heavy verb andits phrasal complements forming a constituent.24Thus, the overall phrase-structure we have to work with (for (54b)) is:(56) SNPMaria VPVla �nisce VPdi Vbattere PPa macchina AdvdomaniOnce this is established as the c-structure, the options within standardLFG become few. In fact, the only workable solution seems to be to:1. treat the `complement' (heavy) VP as bearing a new grammaticalfunction, say XXCOMP2. introduce the clitics with a functionally uncertain annotation alongthe lines of:("XXCOMP* OBJ) = #24The argument for right-branching hierarchical structure for French auxiliaries givenin Manning (1992) is weakened by the existence in French of an independently neededprocess that gaps avoir and any attached clitics, but the argument retains its full forcewhen applied to Spanish or Italian light verbs since these cannot otherwise be gapped.



36 / Report No. CSLI-93-176But aside from being rather unattractive, this solution faces various dif-�culties.One is a simple matter of typology and projection of grammars fromdata. If functional uncertainty annotations such as that above were thecorrect approach, one would expect to see di�erent kinds of clitics appear-ing with di�erent annotations: some having XXCOMP*, some not; somelanguages having XXCOMP*, others just (XXCOMP), etc. Plus there isthe possibility of all sorts of other GFs showing up: some clitics mightfor example raise out of XCOMP, others out of XXCOMP, etc.But nothing like this seems to happen. Instead, the possibility ofclimbing seems to be determined by the presence of a light verb, so thatif one object marker can climb with these verbs, they all can.25 Further-more, if clitics can climb up one level, they can climb up through morethan one level of light verbs:26(57) a. It Maria avrebbe voluto andare a prender-li lei stessa`Maria would have (avere) wanted to go to get them herself.'b. Maria li avrebbe voluti andare a prendere lei stessa(58) a. Sp quiero tratar de terminar de mostrar-te-lo ma~nana`I want to try to �nish showing them to you tomorrow.'b. te lo quiero tratar de terminar de mostrar ma~nanaFurthermore, Rizzi (1982) shows that a number of syntactic phenom-ena show di�erences between the climbing and the regular complementstructures, di�erences which in a transformational framework suggestthat the verbs have combined into some sort of complex verb. We wantan analysis in which these phenomena all emerge as natural consequencesof something, rather than just being stipulations hung o� a label. This isa challenging agenda, which we will not be completely successful in ful-�lling, but we believe that the notion of projections presented here allowssome progress to be made.Our presentation will proceed in two stages. First, we will makeour general proposal (3.1), and discuss a variety of data from Romancelanguages that support it (3.2). Then we will develop two more technicalissues in greater detail: clitic placement (3.3), and linking theory (3.4).25The ability of a verb to behave as a light verb has frequently been regarded assomething to be listed (with the list varying between languages and ideolects), butthis property can probably be predicted from the semantic interpretation of the verb(Napoli 1981). Regarding uniform clitic placement, there is a possible exception inRomanian (Mallinson 1986) where a feminine singular clitic remains on a participlewhen other clitics climb onto an auxiliary, but the Romanian situation seems quitedi�erent. There is little evidence that the auxiliary and verb are not a verbal complexhere, and the behavior of the feminine singular clitic seems explicable in terms ofmorphological structure.26(57) is from Rizzi (1982:22); (58) was provided by a Spanish informant.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 37The discussion in these latter sections becomes rather di�cult at times,and we hope that the principles we propose can be improved upon, butwe think that it is important to make de�nite suggestions about di�cultproblems (which are hard in any framework, at the moment), rather thanto leave them unacknowledged.3.1 The basic proposalThe basic e�ect we obviously want to get is that the governable gram-matical functions are shared between the light verb and its `complement',while such properties as �niteness and complementizer features are not(so that each verb can select the appropriate feature values for its `com-plement'). Not only will such a move provide a basic analysis of cliticclimbing, but it will immediately address obvious issues in the syntax ofcausatives, such as why a causative+verb combination seems to act as isif the whole complex can only have at most one of each of the governablegrammatical functions such as subject, object and indirect object.This much is reasonably clear, but choosing a particular executionof the idea is more di�cult. One might consider imitating the analysisof operator adjectives in the previous section: the light verb would beintroduced as an O, the `complement' as an [H,ARG]. But this is unsat-isfactory, because we would not then get grammatical function spreadingfrom both the light verb and the VP complement, which we want, and wewould get morphological form features spreading up from the VP com-plement, whereas we want them to spread up from the light verb. To cor-rectly analyze this situation, we need to tease apart three kinds of heads:morphological heads, functional heads and semantic heads (cf. Ackermanand Webelhuth 1991). Let us reinterpret H as indicating the morpho-logical head: category and morphological form features will spread overH. Thus the sharing of morphological and semantic features between thelight verb and its dominating VP argues that these two are connectedby [H,O]. However, the grammatical relation sharing between the lightverb, the sister VP and their mother suggests that both are functionalheads. We could introduce another attribute to indicate functional heads,but at least for the moment it seems completely adequate for functionalhead to be a derived notion. Let us suggest that the VP `complement'is introduced as a simple ARG and that anything connected by either Hor ARG will be a functional head. In this way, the governable grammati-cal functions are shared between the light verb, the VP complement andtheir mother. This de�nition of the projections was summarized abovein Table 1.We can now present an annotated version of (55b):



38 / Report No. CSLI-93-176(59) S("SUBJ)= #NPMaria ("[H,O])= #VP("[H,O])= #Vla �nisce ("ARG)= #VPdi ("[H,O])= #Vbattere ("OBL??)= #PPa macchina("ADJUNCT)= #AdvdomaniWhen resolution has applied other than across ARG, we get a struc-ture like (60). Here, we have speci�ed only a REL value for pronouns, and(60) 2666666666666666666666666666666666664
CAT VBAR 2REL Finire([ ],[ ] )SUBJ [\Maria"]OBJ hREL Pro(X)iARG 266666666666664CAT VARG 1REL Battere([ ],[ ],[ ])SUBJ [ ]OBJ [ ]OBL [\a macchina"] 377777777777775ADJUNCT [\domani"]

3777777777777777777777777777777777775we are assuming that domani is a matrix adjunct while a macchina isbearing some sort of oblique relation to the verb (even if the combina-tion battere a macchina is interpreted idiomatically, its componentsobviously have sensible and relevant interpretations too).At this point, spreading the governable GFs across ARG obviously pro-duces the e�ects we need of hooking up the object clitic in the upper levelwith the object attribute at the lower level, thus satisfying the Complete-ness and Coherence Conditions, and supporting an appropriate semanticinterpretation. It furthermore does so in such a way as to provide an im-



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 39mediate and straightforward account of another basic property of theseconstructions, which is that they seem to function in many respects asa super�cial morphological alternative to morphological causatives suchas those found in Japanese or Chicheŵa. In these languages it is plausi-ble to analyze causatives as involving incorporation (implemented by anactual movement rule) of the lower verb into a higher verb representedmorphologically by the causative a�x (Baker 1988). Romance causativesseem to have essentially the same kinds of syntactic properties as theseapparently incorporational causatives, except that it is hard to see howany movement-based notion of incorporation could actually be used toproduce them.Baker (1988:202{294) proposes a rather obscure and problematic no-tion of `abstract incorporation (at LF)' (for the di�culties, see especiallyfn. 37, p. 467), but our approach provides a much more straightforwardaccount. In Romance, an ARG-substructure is introduced in the syntax.In languages with overtly incorporational causatives, on the other hand,this kind of substructure is introduced in the morphology: The verb-stemof a causative is introduced as bearing an ARG GF to the a�x, so thata verb-stem such as sak-ets `laugh-cause' in Chicheŵa would receive thefollowing morphological structure:(61) V("ARG)= #Vsak etsNow in an actual sentence, such as(62) Baluzilizard a-na-sak-ets-asp-pres-laugh-cause-fv anachildren`The lizard made the children laugh.' (Baker 1988:162)the feature-structure of the object NP ana will be shared (as the value ofOBJ) between the upper and lower levels of the feature-structure of theverb, so that the overall form of the expression will be basically the sameas in a Romance causative, in spite of the major di�erence in morpholog-ical technique. In fact, we will see later that our projections machineryin e�ect allows us to de�ne a notion of `abstract incorporation' of thekind that Baker needs, but it works better, because it is not based onmovement, but on a kind of quotient-set formation.We will now proceed to examine various properties of the Romancelanguages that support our approach, and will then consider the problemsof clitic-placement and linking.



40 / Report No. CSLI-93-1763.2 General considerationsPerhaps the basic observation about light verb constructions in the liter-ature is that in many respects they act like a single clause-nucleus. Sincethere are also various respects in which they act like complement struc-tures, they are commonly described with terms such as `Restructuring',`Reanalysis', `Clause Union' or `Clause Reduction'.From the standpoint of a theory such as LFG, perhaps the most strik-ing point is that they seem to have a single array of grammatical relations.This is not immediately obvious with the intransitive light verbs we havebeen considering, but is entirely well known with causatives. In French,for example, we have:(63) a. Fr Nouswe avonshave faitmade partirleave MarieMary(DO)`We made Mary leave.'b. Nouswe l'it avonshave faitmade laverwash �ato MarieMarie(IO)`We made Marie wash it.'When the downstairs verb is intransitive, its `logical subject' is renderedas an ordinary direct object; when it is transitive, as an �a-marked object(a traditional indirect object), however one might want to formalize thisin LFG (OBJgoal , perhaps). Explaining why something like this has tohappen in a theory like GB is di�cult, although certainly not impossible;but it is immediately necessary in a framework such as LFG or Rela-tional Grammar, if these constructions are (overtly) monoclausal. Thisgeneral observation furthermore immediately shows why it would be un-satisfactory to adopt the analysis mentioned above where heavy and lightverbs were distinguished by whether their complements were XCOMPs orXXCOMPs.If complex predicate constructions take a single array of grammati-cal relations, it would seem that they must somehow undergo Linking (ofsemantic roles with grammatical relations) as a unit, and one would there-fore expect that they would undergo `lexical' operations such as Passive,etc., as units.There is evidence that this actually happens, perhaps the most spec-tacular of which is the existence of `long passives' (Aissen and Perlmutter1983:389�, Burzio 1986:376):27(64) a. Sp Los obreros est�an terminando de pintar estas paredes`The workers are �nishing painting these walls.'27These do not occur with all restructuring verbs, however, but only those in thesemantic class of begin, continue, �nish. It seems that this is a semantic restriction.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 41b. Estas paredes est�an siendo terminadas de pintar (por losobreros)`These walls are being �nished to paint (by the workers).'c. Les3pl.dat pintanpaint.3pl.pres lasthe paredeswalls afor losthe due~noslandlords`They paint the walls for the landlords.'d. Estas paredes les est�an siendo terminadas de pintar a losdue~nos`These walls are being �nished to paint for the landlords.'e. *Estas paredes est�an siendo terminadas de pintar-les a losdue~nosThe (complex predicate) sentence (64a) can be passivized as shown in(64b). (64d) gives further con�rmation of what is going on. As shown in(64c) an indirect object is doubled by a matching clitic appearing on theverb. In the passive (64d), the doubling clitic (necessarily) climbs so asto appear before the passive auxiliary, again indicating how all the verbsin this sentence appear to be acting (in some sense) like one large verb.Another example is the `Long Object Preposing' with si-impersonalsdiscussed by Rizzi (1982).28 (65d) versus (65c) indicates that long objectpreposing is good only when there has been complex predicate formation(since complex predicate formation would normally be accompanied byclitic climbing):(65) a. It Sisi vuolewants vender-glisell-him questethese casehouses a caro prezzo.at a high priceThey want to sell him these houses at a high price.b. Gli si vuole vendere queste case a caro prezzo.c. *Queste case si vogliono vendergli a caro prezzo.d. Queste case gli si vogliono vendere a caro prezzo.There is some dispute as to whether the `preposed objects' become sub-jects, as argued by Rizzi, or merely topics, as claimed for European Por-tuguese by Raposo and Uriagereka (1990), but their proposal doesn'texplain facts such as the near obligatoriness of clitic climbing with LongO.P. sentences (see further the discussion in Manning (1992)).Further arguments are provided by Tough-Movement in Spanish (Ais-sen and Perlmutter 1983), which is normally strictly clause-bounded:(66) Sp *Tales cosas son dif��ciles de insistir en hacer`Such things are di�cult to insist on doing.'28These examples are given as cited by Rizzi, though informants seem to greatlyprefer that the singular forms of the light verb vuole be switched to plural.



42 / Report No. CSLI-93-176But, in the case of a restructuring verb, a pair of verbs again seems to actlike a single complex verb, and `long distance' Tough-Movement becomespossible:(67) Sp Estos mapas ser�an dif��ciles de empezar a hacer`These maps will be di�cult to begin to make.'This anomaly will fall out naturally if the object of the apparent VP-complement of the light verb actually belongs to the complex predicateas a whole, at least for the purposes of Tough-Movement.The �nal phenomenon we will consider is perfective auxiliary selectionin Italian. The basic facts are well known (see Rizzi (1982) and especiallyBurzio (1986)). It will be su�cient for present purposes to know thatessere is used with unaccusative verbs, giving basic facts such as these:(68) a. It Piero ha/*�e mangiato con noi`Piero has/*`is' eaten with us.'b. Piero ha/*�e voluto questo libro`Piero has/*`is' wanted this book.'c. Piero *ha/�e venuto con noi`Piero *has/`is' come with us.'The facts of present interest are what happens when a restructuring verbthat takes avere as its auxiliary, like volere in (68b), takes a verbalcomplement:(69) a. It Piero ha/*�e voluto mangiare con noi`Piero has/*`is' wanted to eat with us.'b. Piero ha/�e voluto venire con noi`Piero has/`is' wanted to come with us.'Avere is always good, but if the downstairs verb would normally takeessere, then essere is also possible.29 Importantly, if other evidenceshows that restructuring has occurred (for example, the occurrence ofclitic-climbing),30 then essere is necessarily used as the auxiliary, butconversely, if restructuring cannot occur, auxiliary change is impossible.For example, VP pied-piping accompanying Wh-movement, which pre-vents complex predicate formation (as discussed in Rizzi 1982) preventsthe auxiliary change (70a) and clitic climbing is impossible without theauxiliary change having occurred (70b):29Restructuring verbs that take essere as an auxiliary always maintain this auxil-iary. We will not further discuss them in this section, but their existence in no wayundermines the point that is being made.30Recall that restructuring is optional with these modal and aspectual verbs.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 43(70) a. It Lathe casahouse paterna,paternal tornarereturn.inf allato the qualewhich MariaMaria8>>>><>>>>: avrebbehave.cond volutowanted*sarebbe`be'.cond volutawanted 9>>>>=>>>>; gi�aalready dasince moltomuch tempo,time : : :`Her paternal home, to which Maria would have wantedto go back for a long time, : : : 'b. *?Maria ci ha dovuto venire molte volte`Maria has had to come there many times.'We thus have the result that in cases of restructuring, it is the righthand verb that is determining whether the auxiliary is avere or essere.This result seems completely general. Rizzi (1982:22{23) demonstratesthat in cases with complex predicates, no matter how many restructuringverbs occur between the auxiliary and the rightmost verb, it is still therightmost verb that determines auxiliary selection:31(71) a. It Maria li avrebbe voluti[avere] andare[essere] a prendere[avere] lei stessa`Maria would have (avere) wanted to go to get them herself.'b. Maria ci sarebbe dovuta[avere] cominciare[avere] ad andare[essere]`Maria would have (essere) had to begin to go there.'c. Maria li avrebbe potuti[avere] stare[essere] per andare[essere] a prendere[avere]lei stessa`Maria would have been able to be on the point of going toget them herself.'In cases of restructuring, if we think of the heavy verb (the one at thebottom of the pile) as being in e�ect the verb of the whole clause, it isunderstandable how its nature might a�ect auxiliary selection (we willpresent an actual proposal to explain this later).We have now surveyed a range of evidence which suggests that massivegrammatical relation sharing between light verbs and their `complements'might well be the right general approach. We now turn to the moredetailed task of constraining clitics to appear in the right positions.31The auxiliaries that verbs would normally select are shown beneath them in theseexamples. Note that each example has a climbed clitic proving that restructuring hastaken place and the auxiliary shown is in each case the only choice possible.



44 / Report No. CSLI-93-1763.3 Placing cliticsThe mainstream in Romance generative linguistics, starting from workssuch as Rizzi (1982) and Aissen and Perlmutter (1983), has presenteda picture in which clitic climbing is a necessary and exceptionless resultof complex predicate formation. In more recent work (such as Rosen1989) the clitics are commonly presented as moving up to the I0 node ofthe light verb, since the verbal complement lacks independent inection.However, it is widely known that this picture is a simpli�cation and thereare numerous cases in which other diagnostics indicate complex predicateformation, but some or all of the clitics have failed to climb. Moore (1990)assembles many of these cases and suggests that clitic climbing is basi-cally optional (even if it is sometimes subject to complicated preferences).However, on the other hand, one cannot put clitics just anywhere, andthere remain strong constraints (especially when multiple clitics belongto one complex predicate). We will build on Moore's approach in devel-oping our theory of clitic climbing. This will necessarily make the resultsomewhat more complicated than accounts using the standard simpli�ca-tion, but our account will be in much closer accord with the actual data.While we will not formally model everything, our theory will thus gener-ate a constrained superset of the occurring data, rather than a convenientsubset.Our analysis involves three major ingredients. The �rst has alreadybeen provided. Since grammatical relations (such as OBJ and OBJ�) areshared throughout the levels of the complex verbal construction, cliticsexpressing these relations can in principle appear at any level, therebyaccounting for the fact that a clitic semantically associated with a lowerverb can appear either on it or the higher one (though there is certainlya tendency to prefer the higher position under a wide range of circum-stances).This basic optionality of clitic climbing will allow us to account forthe following sorts of facts. Clitic climbing is a su�cient test for andusually occurs in cases of complex predicate formation (72b). How-ever, with restructuring verbs, clitics can often remain downstairs de-spite the fact that other diagnostics such as auxiliary change (72c) ortough-movement (72d{e) indicate that complex predicate formation hastaken place.32 With causative verbs, downstairs cliticization of the em-bedded object yields mixed judgments (72f) (Moore 1990:326, Aissen andPerlmutter (1983) fn. 20, Alsina forthcoming) but putting this case andthe last together, it seems that despite strong preferences, it is best towork forward from the position that clitic climbing is basically optional.32(72e) shows `copy Raising' where a clitic copies the raised argument (Moore1990:324). Downstairs cliticization as in (72d) is not always very good (Moore 1990,footnote 9) and downstairs cliticization does not seem to be possible with the longpassives that we saw earlier (64e). We have no explanation for these facts at themoment.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 45Moreover, clitic climbing is impossible or strongly disfavored in certaincircumstances, and downstairs cliticization is then clearly acceptable. Incases of morphological overload when a higher verb cannot carry an extraclitic because there is already a clitic in the appropriate slot, the clitic ap-pears downstairs (72g), and, in Spanish, a downstairs animate accusativeclitic will not climb onto a higher verb which has its own dative clitic(72h) (Rivas 1977, Pizzini 1982).(72) a. Sp Me permitieron comprarla.b. Me la permitieron comprar.`They permitted me to buy it.'c. It Maria ha/�e dovuta venir-ci molte volte.`Marie has had to come there many times'(Rizzi 1982 (84a), Ch. 1, fn. 26)d. Sp Estos mapas van a ser dif��ciles de poder hacerles a losclientes.`These maps are going to be di�cult to be able to makefor the clients.' (Moore 1990 (20a))e. Esta carta es f�acil de querer escribirla.`This letter is easy to want to write.' (Moore 1990 (17a))f. */?/%Juan me hizo vender-la.`Juan made me sell it.' (Moore 1990 (22))g. Te hicieron d�ar-mela.*Te me la hicieron dar.`They made you give it to me.' (Moore 1990 (14a{b))h. Me permitieron saludar-la.*?Me la permitieron saludar.`They permitted me to greet her.' (Pizzini 1982 (38a{b))Simply allowing clitics to appear anywhere won't do, since there areadditional constraints. In particular, given only the sharing of grammat-ical relations, the theory would allow an argument of an upper verb tobe expressed as a clitic on a lower one, but this does not happen. Anillustrative instance is the verb permitir in Spanish, which takes an in-direct object for the person to whom permission is extended. When thedownstairs object is inanimate, this object clitic can climb (72b), whenanimate, it doesn't (72h) (Pizzini 1982:64). However, our current con-cern is that it is inconceivable to `lower' the clitic expressing the indirectobject of permitir onto the lower verb:(73) Sp *Permitieron compr�armela



46 / Report No. CSLI-93-176To formulate this second ingredient, we will use a `no-lowering' prin-ciple based on a notion of `semantic dependence'. To motivate our def-inition of this notion, consider the proposal that (73) is bad because aclitic semantically associated with the upper verb is showing up on thelower one. This seems basically right, but there is a problem in specifyingexactly what is meant by `semantically associated with'. The clitic meis in fact associated with comprar, in that it expresses its Agent. Theproblem must then not be that the clitic doesn't have a semantic associ-ation with the lower verb comprar (since, in fact, it does), but that itdoes have one with respect to the higher verb permitir.Given the way in which we have set our theory up, this means that ifyou were to travel through the whole Expression, from its root (i.e., top),and move only along REL, ADJUNCT and the other attributes that are rel-evant to semantic interpretation (including the ones that are found withinthe conceptual structures that are lexically associated with REL-values,that we haven't detailed), you couldn't get to the clitic me without goingthrough (the portion of the Expression corresponding to) permitieron,but you wouldn't need to go through comprar, since you could get to itvia the path that makes it the Recipient (of permission) of permitieron.This will be the basis of semantic dependence:(74) x is semantically dependent on y i� you can't get from the root ofthe Expression to x along the semantically interpreted attributeswithout passing through y.The general e�ect we want then is that a clitic can't appear on a verbunless it is semantically dependent on it. Note that this allows raisingbut not lowering of clitics, because a clitic functioning as an argument ofa lower verb will still be semantically dependent on the higher ones.To formulate the constraint a bit more precisely, we need to say abit more about the structures in which clitics are introduced. We willsuppose that they are introduced morphologically as part of the verbthat they are attached to, and that they bear a relation CL to that verb.CL will be a `c-structure' relation, one that is tightly tied to the actualovert arrangement of formatives, and not subject to spreading (as, indeedis also the case with O, H and ARG). So a form like mand�armela willbe associated in the lexicon with a structure like:



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 47(75) 266666666666666666666666666664
REL Mandar([ ],[ ],[ ])CL 266666664PERS INUM SGREL Pro([ ])IND [ ] 377777775CL 266666666664PERS IIINUM SGGND FEMREL Pro([ ])IND [ ] 377777777775

377777777777777777777777777775Note that the clitics are not introduced bearing grammatical relations.This is because clitics seem to appear in a �xed order, determined bytheir inherent feature content, regardless of what grammatical relationsthey bear (see Perlmutter 1971 and Bonet i Alsina 1991 for extensivediscussion of this).GFs such as OBJ, etc., must then be associated with the clitics bysome other means. Recalling that conditional formulas may be added toan LFG grammar without creating undecidability, the following wouldseem to do the job:(76) CL(x; y)! fOBJ; : : :g(x; y)This rule is implicitly universally quanti�ed, and says that if a structurey is a clitic of x, then it bears OBJ or one of various other GFs to xas well. Note that without something like (76), one faces the unattrac-tive prospect of adding similar disjunctive GF-introducing annotationsto each of the positions available for clitics, which is descriptively inad-equate, due to a failure to capture generalizations. The form in which(76) is presented also makes it far more amenable to integration with, orderivation from, other principles than individual annotations sitting onnodes would be. Expressing multiple grammatical functions seems to bea typical characteristic of clitics, suggesting that the content of (76) islargely �xed by UG.We will regard these clitics as introduced within the Expressions cor-responding to the words that carry them, so the structure we get forthe complex VP in (73) is (77) where rule (76) has provided the GFs,and Linking has connected them to argument positions, as indicated.Concurrently, Resolution will spread the SUBJ and two OBJ attributesthrough all levels of the structure, but this is not relevant for our presentpurposes. What is relevant is that the CL attributes remain associated



48 / Report No. CSLI-93-176(77) 26666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664

BAR 1HO 266666666666666666666664
CAT VBAR 0SUBJ 26666664PERS IIIREL Pro([ ])IND [ ]NUM PL 37777775REL Permitir([ ], [ ], [ ])ARG [ ]

377777777777777777777775
ARG

266666666666666666666666666666666666666664
BAR 1
HO

26666666666666666666666666666666666664
CAT VBAR 0REL Comprar([ ], [ ])OBJRECCL 266666664PERS INUM SGREL Pro([ ])IND [ ] 377777775OBJCL 266666666664PERS IIINUM SGGND FEMREL Pro([ ])IND [ ] 377777777775

37777777777777777777777777777777777775
377777777777777777777777777777777777777775

37777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 49with their original positions. Furthermore, the REL attributes will spreadacross O, so that the REL-value of the upper verb will become the RELof the entire sentence. A convenient (but not very principled) selectionof information from the Resolved from of (77) is (78).(78) 26666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664

SUBJ 26666664PERS IIIREL Pro([ ])IND [ ]NUM PL 37777775REL Permitir([ ], [ ], [ ])ARG 2666664REL Comprar([ ], [ ])CL [ ]CL [ ] 3777775OBJREC 266666664PERS INUM SGREL Pro([ ])IND [ ] 377777775OBJ 266666666664PERS IIINUM SGGND FEMREL Pro([ ])IND [ ] 377777777775

37777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775There we can see that the �rst person clitic is not semantically dependenton the verb it is attached to, since we can get to it by starting at thewhole Expression, going down into its REL (Permitir(: : :)), and then tothe second argument position there, whose value is the same as that of theCL attribute of the lower verb (that this is equal to the �rst argumentposition of the lower verb is irrelevant: what matters is that we don'thave to go through the lower verb). A somewhat more precise version ofour constraint is then:(79) No Lowering: If y bears the CL relation to x, then y must be se-mantically dependent on x.It should now be clear that when clitics dependent on a lower verbare introduced on a higher one, then the constraint is not activated,



50 / Report No. CSLI-93-176since the clitics are also semantically dependent on a higher verb. Thecorrect placement of clitics at di�erent levels in cases of morphologicaloverloading will also now follow without further stipulation.33 However,we will leave unformalized the other restrictions that can cause cliticclimbing to be disfavored in these permitir constructions (72h).Formally, the no-lowering constraint is not Sch�on�nkel-Bernays, sinceits consequent involves a condition stated in terms of quanti�cation overpaths through the structure: the consequent states that every path fromthe root to y must contain (that is, go through) x. In order to preservedecidability, the constraint must therefore apply non-constructively, serv-ing as a �lter, in the same manner as the Completeness and CoherenceConditions. It would be desirable to investigate the possibility of general-izing the constraint against clitic-lowering to a more general anti-loweringprohibition, but we won't do this here.34 Instead we will push on to for-mulate a `no-splitting' constraint, which applies when two or more cliticsappear within a complex predicate.The most straightforward manifestation of no-splitting arises whenthe downstairs verb is ditransitive. It is then impossible for one argumentto be expressed by a clitic on the downstairs verb, and another by one onthe matrix:35(80) a. Sp Te lo quiero decir.`I want to tell it to you'b. Quiero dec��r-telo.c. *Te quiero dec��r-lo.d. *Lo quiero dec��r-lo.e. It Piero voleva dar-melo.`Piero wanted to give it to me.' (Rizzi 1982, fn. 26)f. *Piero mi voleva dar-lo.33This is providing that in an example like Te hicieron d�armela `They made yougive it to me', te is semantically dependent on the causative verb. Put the other way,the fact that this sentence is good provides further syntactic evidence for the ternarycausative relation proposed by T. Mohanan (1990) and Alsina (in preparation).34An apparent di�culty in doing this comes from Romance causatives. Given thephrase structure for causatives argued for in Alsina (in preparation) and Manning(1992), in which the causee appears among and on a level with the other complementsof the lower VP, the causee argument does appear as a complement of a verb it is notsemantically dependent on.35This no-splitting constraint appears in all of Italian, Spanish, Catalan and French(excluding from consideration the reexive clitic se, which, following Grimshaw (1982),we would not analyze as bearing a grammatical relation). However, as well as theRomanian case mentioned in footnote 25, there are some other apparent exceptionsin various Romance dialects, such as Franco-Proven�cal; see the references in Kayne(1991:661,663).



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 51Additionally, when there are two or more light verbs and a heavy verb,and two of the lower verbs have clitic dependents (81a), then there arefurther restrictions. One clitic can never hop over another clitic (81e) andit is impossible for two clitics to both shu�e up one verb (81f) (Aissenand Perlmutter 1983:366):(81) a. Sp Juan quiere permitirme hacerlo.`Juan wants to permit me to do it.'b. Juan me quiere permitir hacerlo.c. Juan quiere permit��rmelo hacer.d. Juan me lo quiere permitir hacer.e. *Juan lo quiere permitirte hacer.f. *Juan me quiere permitirlo hacer.These sorts of facts make old-timers nostalgic, since they are just thesorts of things that follow automatically from the idea that clitic climbingis a successive-cyclic transformation that takes all of the clitics currentlyassociated with the verb. They also work out pretty well in GB, usingrelativized minimality (Moore 1990). But the resources behind theseanalyses are not available in uni�cation-based frameworks. On the otherhand, given the amount of optionality in clitic placement seen above, itwould be hard to maintain the sort of analysis given to these data withinRelational Grammar by Aissen and Perlmutter (1983).There are various approaches that one might take to ruling out thesecases. The proposal we will adopt is a variant of one suggested to us byJohn Maxwell. The idea is that we de�ne a domain starting from theverb the clitic appears on and extending to the lowest verb that the cliticis a semantic dependent of (strictly, a domain not including the upperboundary, but including the lower boundary, if it is distinct from theupper boundary). This domain corresponds to what in the successive-cyclic transformational account was the set of verbs that the clitic hadbeen attached to earlier in the derivation. Then our constraint is thatthere cannot be any clitics in that domain (regardless of which verbs theyare semantically dependent on), for if there were, these clitics would alsohave had to have climbed.We can express this notion easily using an o�-path constraint on afunctional uncertainty expression (see Dalrymple 1993).36 Let Sem bethe set of attributes in the semantic projection. Then we can use the36Note, however, that since our use of o�-path constraints is con�ned to a putativeprinciple of UG, we are not making any claims about the appropriate use of o�-pathconstraints in language-particular rules.



52 / Report No. CSLI-93-176following conditional, which is again not S.-B., but which can apply as anonconstructive constraint:37(82) No-splitting: CL(x; y)! (x Sem*:(!CL)) = yThe mode of application of this constraint requires some explication. Theantecedent condition is that y be a clitic attached to x. The consequentsays that there must be a path along semantic attributes leading from y tox (because functional uncertainty expressions are interpreted as requiringthe existence of some path), where each position along that path does nothave a CL attribute.This constraint rules out raising one clitic o� a verb but not theother, since the other clitic will then appear within the prohibited domain,and furthermore extends to the more complex cases in (81). A furthere�ect of the principle is that it prevents a single argument from being co-expressed by multiple clitics appearing on di�erent verbs|a non-triviale�ect, since Spanish clitics have a signi�cant capacity for clitic-doublingwith full phrasal complements, and therefore don't necessarily introduceunique indexes (traditionally on PRED features) that block merger withfull NPs, or, presumably, each other.It remains to generalize the no-splitting constraint, or get it to emergeas a consequence of other independently motivated principles. However,just the fact that we have managed to �nd a way to capture some of thereal facts about clitic placement gives hope that somebody will be ableto �nd a better way to realize this goal.3.4 LinkingPrevious work in LFG has assumed that the linking of semantic roleswith grammatical relations happened in the lexicon. But our analysis ofcomplex verbs does not permit us to maintain this. Our treatment ofRomance causatives, for example, requires the combination of causativeand embedded verb to be created in the syntax, and linked as a unit.Therefore linking also must happen in the syntax.In this paper we will not attempt to develop a full-edged theoryof linking, but will merely attempt to show how the approach to linkingdeveloped by Alsina (in preparation) can be formalized and applied withinour general approach. There are a variety of problems remaining to besolved (especially with the linking of adjuncts), and we can't be surethat our formalization is in accord with Alsina's intent on all points, butthe discussion should su�ce to show that there is probably no essentialconict between our analyses and Alsina's theory.37No-splitting bears a tantalizing resemblance to no-lowering, but we have not founda way to combine them that doesn't run afoul of the properties of causatives andpermitir which were discussed above.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 53First, some general background. The theory is a development of the`Lexical Mapping Theory' presented in a series of publications by Alsina,Bresnan, Mchombo, Moshi and others, and shares with this theory theproperty of depending on the simultaneous e�ects of a classi�cation ofgrammatical functions on the one hand, and of positions in the `argu-ment structure' of lexical items on the other, where `argument structure'is understood as a presentation of some but not all of the information pro-vided by the semantic representation of a lexical item (Grimshaw 1990).Although derived from the LMT, the theory is called the `FunctionalMapping Theory', for the reason that it no longer applies in the lexicon.In the argument-structure, the argument positions appear in an or-dering determined by their thematic roles:(83) agent > bene�c. > goal > instr. > theme/patient > locativeThis ordering is relevant to various grammatical phenomena, and it istherefore convenient to list the argument positions of a predicate in accordwith the ordering in (83).The next primitive concept is that of `internal' argument. The internalarguments are those receiving an `object-like' grammatical function|normally the Patient/Theme, but possibly others as well. Being internalis treated as a diacritic feature of argument positions.38 Give will haveone argument structure where the Recipient is not marked internal, givingrise to the construction where the Recipient is oblique, and marked withthe preposition to, and another where it is, giving rise to the double-objectconstruction. Now, if an argument is not marked as internal it will berealized as an oblique, with one exception: a non-internal argument atthe top of the list (having the highest role in the hierarchy) will be an`external' argument, and will be the subject rather than an oblique.Thetwo lexical forms for give can thus be represented as:(84) a. Give([ ], [ ]int, [ ]int)b. Give([ ], [ ], [ ]int)The maximal non-internal argument will be obligatorily realized as sub-ject, unless it is `suppressed' in the sense of Grimshaw (1990), in whichcase it is expressed as an oblique (a PP in English).39 Extensionally, max-imal non-internal arguments seem to be the same as `�rst arguments' onthe `action tier' of Jackendo� (1990).38We take it that at the moment there is no actual theory of internal and externalarguments, but just some devices for notating them, and observations about whatkinds of arguments are or can be external. In particular, we regard Grimshaw's (1990)resort to double parentheses around unaccusative subjects as a clear indication thather attempt to develop a hierarchy-based theory did not fully succeed.39Neither Grimshaw nor Alsina o�ers a clear formal interpretation of what `sup-pression' really amounts to. A diacritic feature which makes it both unnecessary andimpossible for the argument to be expressed as the subject would seem to deliver thedesired behavior, though not in a very satisfying way.



54 / Report No. CSLI-93-176At the level of grammatical functions, the classi�cation is betweenfunctions that are [�subj(ect)] and [�obl(ique)]. The SUBJ GF is [+subj�obl]; the various object GFs, [�subj �obl]. In a substantial departurefrom the original assumptions of LFG, Alsina suggests that there can bean inde�nite number of distinct OBJ-values, suggesting that this might beformalized by indexing the OBJ attributes in some manner.40 Obliquesare [+obl], and can appear multiply. Finally, there is a principle that[+obl] implies [�subj].The mapping between argument-structure and grammatical functionsis then controlled by three main principles:(85) a. An (unsupressed) external argument must be [+subj �obl].b. An internal argument is [�obl].c. A clause has one and only one [+subj] GF (but can have morethan one [�subj] ones, or none).For the two argument-structures in (84), the �rst principle will cause the�rst item on the argument-lists to be subjects, while the remaining in-ternal items will be objects. But if passivization applies, the externalargument is suppressed, and one of the internal arguments can be sub-ject. According to what we have seen so far, either of the two internalarguments in the second entry could be subject, while in English only thehigher one on the hierarchy actually can:(86) a. John was given the book.b. *The book was given John.But there are other languages, such as the `symmetric' Bantu languages(for example, Kichaga and Kinyarwanda (Bresnan and Moshi 1990))where passives corresponding to both (a) and (b) above are acceptable.We must therefore provide for additional principles that will allow somelanguages to impose further limits on what internal arguments can besubjects. We will also need principles relating linear order to relativeorder on the argument list. Alsina provides an account of these phenom-ena, motivated primarily by data from the Bantu languages, but they arebeyond the scope of this paper.In the past, LFG linking theories have been formulated to apply in thelexicon, but the present theory needs to apply in the syntax, so that it canwork for syntactically composite complex verbs. Consider for example a`faire-in�nitive' causative sentence such as:40This amounts to accepting the original proposal of Kimenyi (1980) that `object'need not be a single-valued grammatical function, and explaining the di�erences inbehavior between various kinds of objects in multiple-object constructions in termsother than their grammatical functions.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 55(87) Ca HeI-have fetmade llegirread lathe cartamap alto-the nenboyWe will have two REL-values, a causative one for fet, and an ordinaryverbal one for llegir.41 But our linking theory has to apply in such away as to give us only one subject and one accusative object, the samerestrictions as apply in ordinary simple clauses with only one verbal REL-value. The pre-Resolution form of the Expression for (87) will be:(88) 266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
BAR 2
HO

26666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
BAR 1HO 26666666666666666664CAT VBAR 0REL Far([ ], [ ]int, [ ] )ARG hREL *(: : : ,[ ],: : :)iSUBJ 26664PERS INUM SGREL PRO37775

37777777777777777775ARG 266666666666664BAR 1HO 26664CAT VBAR 0REL Llegir([ ],[ ]int)37775OBJ [la carta]OBJ [al nen] 377777777777775
37777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775Here the `*' represents an underspeci�ed semantic structure that willmerge with any REL-value. The material in the argument-list of `*' indi-cates that some argument of the base predicate is to unify with the secondargument of the cause predicate (this uni�cation is subject to complexconditions which will not be discussed here).Resolution will now cause the GF values to be shared between struc-tures connected by H and ARG, and the semantic function values ARGand REL to be shared between structures connected by O. A more com-pact presentation of the relevant information in (88) after resolution willtherefore be the following, where the ellipsis dots stand for [H,O] attributeswhose relevant attributes have spread up to the higher levels of the struc-ture:41The causative relation is here assumed to be ternary, following the proposals ofMohanan (1990) and Alsina (in preparation).



56 / Report No. CSLI-93-176(89) 266666666666666666666666666666666666664
CAT VBAR 2REL Far([ ], [ ]int, [ ] )ARG 26666664CAT VBAR 1REL Llegir([ ],[ ]int): : : 37777775SUBJ 26664PERS INUM SGREL PRO37775OBJ [la carta]OBJ [al nen]: : :

377777777777777777777777777777777777775Now, since linking is not applying in the lexicon, this structure containsargument-positions and grammatical function values, but these are notyet connected to each other: the argument-positions mostly have nothingin them, while the grammatical function values are not characterized asthe arguments of anything.The linking principles are now going to have to achieve the e�ect thateven though (89) contains two REL-values, it constitutes only a singleargument domain for the purposes of linking: there can be only onesubject, and one accusative object, just as in a simple clause with onlyone REL-value. We can achieve this e�ect with the following idea: thelinking principles apply to structures that are either the top level of wholeexpressions, or the value of one of the standard f-structural GFs, that is,SUBJ, OBJ, ADJUNCT, etc., but, crucially, not ARG. Linking will thenapply to all of (89), and would apply internally to the subjects and objectsif these had complex internal structure, but it won't apply to the valueof ARG.42What the linking rules will thus be aware of is not all of the informa-tion presented in (89), but rather the following:42Equivalently, we can think of the expression being partitioned into domains throughwhich f-projection attributes spread (all things connected by H or ARG links), andlinking applying (once) in each such partition. The existence of these partitions showhow the notion of f-structure levels remains latent in our representation.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 57(90) 26666666666666666666664
CAT VBAR 2REL Far([ ], [ ]int, [REL Llegir([ ],[ ]int)])SUBJ 26664PERS INUM SGREL PRO37775OBJ [la carta]OBJ [al nen]

37777777777777777777775Here the ARG attribute has been ignored, and its value has been insertedinto the appropriate position in the argument-list of the causative predi-cate.We then need to show that linking principles such as those in (85) canbe expressed in our formalism. We will formulate them as conditionals,that equate certain substructures (argument-positions and GF-values)under certain conditions, or else impose constraints that the e�ects ofother equations must satisfy. It seems virtually certain that these con-ditionals will take us outside the S.-B. class. Consider for example thesecond linking principle, which should allow internal argument positionsto be uni�ed with the value of OBJ grammatical functions. We want tosay something like `if x is an internal argument position w.r.t. y (y be-ing the whole expression, in the present case), and z is the value of anOBJ-GF w.r.t. y, then x and z can be equated'. Now, x is an argument-position of y if you can get from y to x going down along REL and theattributes that the internal structures of predicates are made of, and xhas whatever further properties characterize an argument position (thatis, it can actually unify with an argument). But this notion cannot be de-scribed by a quanti�er-free predicate-calculus formula over the primitiveattributes that expressions are made of, since such an argument positionmight be inde�nitely far down in the internal structure of the expression.We need to use the equivalent of a functional uncertainty expression, ofthe general form (y Sem* ArgPos) = x.But in spite of not being S.-B., conditionals with such antecedentscan in fact be added to LFG without losing decidability. This should beintuitively obvious from the fact that they do not create additional sub-feature-structures, but merely require that pre-existing structures unify,and can be seen more formally by translating the conditionals into dis-junctions as was discussed in Section 2.We can therefore make free use of relations such as `x is an argument-position of y', taking this to hold, for example, when y is the entirestructure in (90), and x any of the empty positions within the REL-



58 / Report No. CSLI-93-176value of y, but not when, say, x is the value of one of the GFs in (90).Alsina's external argument mapping principle (85a) can then be statedsemi-formally as follows:(91) If x is the external argument position of y, and z is the SUBJ of y,then x can be equated to z.and the second principle could be translated similarly. Note that thisprinciple is formulated so as to apply optionally, but, typically, if it doesnot apply, the structure will be Incomplete, Incoherent or both (more onthese notions shortly). The third linking principle then applies as a �lter,constraining the output of the others. It prevents internal arguments frombecoming subjects when there is an external argument (since the externalmust be subject, and there can only be one subject). Conversely, whenthere is no external argument, the third principle requires that one of theinternal arguments become the subject.Continuing with the analysis of the causative, Alsina proposes a case-marking principle that requires that only the lowest internal argument onthe argument-list can be accusative; all the others must be dative. Theprinciple says that if x is an internal argument superior on the argument-list to another internal argument, then x must be dative case. This isclearly within the class of conditional rules we can allow. Therefore the`causee subject' comes out dative, marked with the preposition a or �a (alwhen combined with the article in (87)) while the object of the embeddedverb comes out accusative.The previous example does not motivate everything we have beenassuming, since because the causee subject of Llegir is identi�ed withthe second argument of the causative predicate, which is internal, it isactually not clear whether the causee should otherwise be considered anexternal argument or not. If our de�nition of external argument is thatit is the maximal non-internal argument in an argument domain, and wemaintain that a causative complex predicate constitutes a single argumentdomain, then our prediction is that it isn't an external argument. As wewill see, this seems to be correct, because even when the causee isn'tuni�ed with an argument position of the causative verb, it is still thecase that only the causer can be expressed as the subject.Catalan and the other Romance languages also have causatives wherethe causee subject is not expressed. Alsina analyzes these `faire-par'causatives as involving a binary causative relation, as opposed to theternary causative relation above, that resulted in the causee appearing asan internal argument. This construction is possible only when the highestargument of the embedded verb isn't marked as internal:(92) a. Ca Elthe mestreteacher hahas fetmade treballarwork molta lot aquestthis curs.termThe teacher has made people work a lot this term.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 59b. *Elthe fumsmoke far�awill make sortircome out deof lathe casa.houseThe smoke will make people come out of the house.When the lower verb is `unaccusative', realization of its highest (internal)argument is obligatory.The relevant structure of these complex predicate constructions, afterresolution, and looking only at the root node, would be:(93) 266666664REL `Far([ ],[ ] )'SUBJ [: : : ]ARG 24REL `Treballar([ ]): : : 35 377777775The �rst arguments of far and treballar are both `external' in the con-ventional use of the term. However, we wish to maintain that a lightverb construction like this constitutes a single argument domain, and insuch a domain it is only the highest non-internal argument, that is, thecauser of the causative verb, that actually counts as an external argu-ment for the purposes of linking. Our principles thus make expression ofthe causer obligatory, not permitting the causee argument to become aSUBJ-value while the causer argument of Far is left unexpressed. Indeed,none of the linking rules in (85) are applicable to the highest argumentof treballar; hence it must either remain unexpressed or be expressedby an adjunct. But why, then, cannot the unaccusative causee subjectbe left unexpressed? We will suppose that it is a principle of UG thatunsuppressed internal arguments must be expressed.43 There are manyfurther aspects of causative linking considered by Alsina, but this shouldbe su�cient to illustrate that his general approach is consistent with ourstyle of formalization.Above we promised to say something about Completeness and Co-herence. Our current proposal for Completeness is not very interesting:it is that certain positions in the semantic structure of a verb require asyntactic �ller. For example, the Recipient of hand cannot be omitted,while that of give may be:(94) a. John handed some money *(to Mary).b. John gave some money (to Mary)43An alternative would be to follow Alsina's formulations a bit more closely, anddivide linking into two stages. In the �rst stage, argument positions would be freelyassociated with GF-values, in the second, the linking principles would be applied as�lters to the results of the free association. The second principle can then say that allinternal argument positions must be associated with a [�obl] GF. Further informationabout the typology of unexpressed arguments would be desirable before trying to decidewhich style of analysis is best.



60 / Report No. CSLI-93-176Although it would be highly desirable to be able to say something inter-esting about what is going on here, we do not have anything to add, otherthan to point out that the literature still tends to neglect the problem ofobligatory adjuncts.For Coherence, we have something more useful to o�er. Take a re-solved expression, and now remove all the relations (i.e., arcs) connectingsubexpressions except the ones that are semantically interpreted. An ex-pression containing a governable GF whose value has not been equatedwith an argument-position will now disintegrate into at least two discon-nected pieces, since nothing will connect the semantic structure of theGF's value with that of the rest of the expression. So the Coherenceprinciple can be stated literally as the requirement that the semanticprojection be coherent.The last task we will attempt is to give an explanation for Italianauxiliary-selection. Essentially, what we need is to provide a way of cap-turing Picallo's (1990) intuition that in cases of restructuring, it is thelast heavy verb that acts as the main verb, determining argument struc-ture and auxiliary choice. But this is quite straightforwardly achievedby saying that restructuring light verbs (unlike the homophonous non-restructuring complement-taking verbs and causative verbs) do not con-tain any argument positions at all. Although a `control' light verb se-mantically links its controller with the logical subject of the embeddedverb, it does not introduce any argument positions for linking.The rule is then the same as for simplex clauses: the auxiliary is averei� the verb's subject is an external argument.44 Consider the structuresof the examples in (69), repeated here for convenience:(69) a. It Piero ha/*�e voluto mangiare con noi`Piero has/*`is' wanted to eat with us.'b. Piero ha/�e voluto venire con noi`Piero has/`is' wanted to come with us.'When volere is taken as `light', the post-Resolution structure for (b) thatis relevant for linking will be:45(95) 26666666666664REL Perf([ ] )ARG 264REL Volere(|,[ ] )ARG hREL Venire([ ]int-A)i 375SUBJ [Piero]ADJUNCT [with us] 3777777777777544To deal with reexives in the same manner as Alsina (in preparation), we shouldstrictly say, \only an external argument".45Here, we are glossing over the representation of the comitative adjunct.



Information Spreading and Levels of Representation in LFG / 61The lexical form of volere speci�es that the Wanter is to be identi�edwith the maximal unsupressed argument of the ARG-verb. The speci�ca-tion `maximal unsupressed' is required to accommodate passivized verbsin the ARG-value, in examples such as:(96) It Quei prigionieri vorebbero essere gi�a stati liberati`Those prisoners would like to already be freed.'In the structure in (95), the Wanter is not an argument position,so there is only one argument position to be linked, and it is internal(w.r.t. venire), so the auxiliary essere is selected. In contrast, in thenon-restructured variant, the Wanter serves as a linkable argument, andthe auxiliary is avere because the Wanter is external (w.r.t. volere). Ofcourse, in this case, the Wanter is also functionally identi�ed with theargument of venire, but in this second, `non-restructuring' con�gura-tion, to get from the REL of volere to the internal argument of venire,one must go through an expression that bears a GF, since the secondargument of volere will be the value of XCOMP. Using the notion ofargument domain that we introduced earlier, the condition for auxiliaryselection is that essere is used if the value of SUBJ is an internal argu-ment in the same argument domain as the auxiliary; otherwise avere isused. Thus the domains of grammatical function spreading, linking andauxiliary assignment are all correctly predicted to coincide.There is, we think, considerably more to be done in sorting out howthese notions of linking and argument domain are related to each otherand to yet other notions. In particular we have said nothing about thecontrasts in causatives between Italian on the one hand and French andSpanish on the other, that were observed by Zubizarreta (1985) (see alsoRosen 1989). However, it does seem that the notions we have introducedcan be used to give coherent and formally precise analyses to a substantialbody of material that has resisted such analysis in the past.4 ConclusionGenerative grammar traditionally sets great store on setting up `levelsof representation': places where certain kinds of information are placed,each with their own distinctive format. While much can be achieved withthis approach, it often becomes unclear how the information distributedacross di�erent levels can be utilized in an integrated fashion. In thispaper we have pursued a somewhat di�erent approach, supposing thatall the di�erent kinds of information are in e�ect present in the sameplace, but kinds of information are distinguished by how they spread andinteract in accord with universal principles of value sharing. The mostimportant technique has been the postulation of principles for automaticsharing of certain attributes across others, a special case of a more generalnotion of `conditional rule', a formal device that greatly increases what



62 / Report No. CSLI-93-176can be done with LFG-like syntactic theories. Thus we do not employmultiple levels of syntactic representation, but the levels of Classic LFGcan be recaptured as derived notions within our new system.This technique has allowed us to analyze some complex phenomenathat have previously resisted analysis within LFG, and to do so with afavorable ratio of principles to stipulations. Our account provides predic-tive analyses of agreement and both scoping and non-scoping modi�ers,and provides a reasonable basis for a formally rigorous and linguisticallyadequate account of verbal complex predicates.
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